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Executive summary

In the previous deliverables D3.1 and D3.2, we have presented the foundations of man-
aged forgetting, and our first ideas for computing memory buoyancy. In this deliverable
D3.3, we present the extended components in support of the managed forgetting pro-
cess including preservation value and policy framework. Memory buoyancy can be com-
puted using a function of attention. Particularly, we substantially extend the computational
method with several time-decay models and also leverage the access logs of a resource
(e.g., the number of views/edits of a document), as well as report the performance of our
proposed model evaluated using human assessment. Preservation value, on the other
hand, is aimed to estimate the expected long-term benefit of a resource. We propose
a conceptual model for preservation value, which is composed of its definition and pur-
pose with respect to the two ForgetIT use case scenarios, i.e., personal preservation
and organizational preservation. In addition, we present the case studies of preservation
value as part of exploratory research, and discuss experimental results and our key find-
ings. A policy framework can be seen as a main driver of the forgettor component and
it is aimed at supporting different forgetting strategies by considering memory buoyancy,
preservation value, and a set of user-specified rules. In this deliverable, we envision
a conceptual model for the policy framework and discuss our activation options for the
policies governing the preservation and forgetting process. We propose a computational
model for further supporting activities in this task, which includes 1) definition and formats
of policies, and 2) tools for defining the policies based on rule-based engines. In more
detail, these formats and tools must allow a user to interact or provide a policy declaration
(e.g. an option to ask the user if something should be really deleted). Furthermore, we
present several system prototypes for advanced information value assessment methods
and components in support of preservation value, and the integration of an extended set
of managed forgetting options into the process. The proposed methods and system pro-
totypes for managed forgetting have been integrated to the overall PoF Middleware. To
this end, we report ongoing research activities and research plans for WP3.
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1 Introduction

The goal of WP3 is to develop concepts and methods for managed forgetting and to
integrate them into the Preserve-or-Forget framework. The methods aim to meet human
expectations and to complement processes of human forgetting and remembering. The
development of managed forgetting methods embraces the information value assessment
of memory buoyancy (short to mid-term importance) and preservation value (long-term
importance), as well as the implementation of forgetting options and strategies.

We have addressed the foundations of managed forgetting in the previous deliverable
D3.1 by outlining the state-of-the-art in human and digital remembering and forgetting, as
well as presenting several key research questions related to the managed forgetting con-
cept. We explained how managed forgetting methods can complement human remem-
bering and forgetting processes. In the deliverable D3.2, we focused on the computational
model for memory buoyancy. We envisioned that managed forgetting can be regarded as
functions of attention. We employed concepts in artificial intelligence and Semantic Web,
and applied ontology from the PIMO semantic desktop system to define the information
space. To this end, we presented our preliminary research results on complementing
human memory.

This deliverable (D3.3) addresses the strategies and extended components in support of
the managed forgetting process together with a report describing their functionality. Espe-
cially, this will include an extended policy framework, a richer set of forgetting strategies,
advanced information value assessment methods and components in support of preser-
vation value, and the integration of an extended set of managed forgetting options into
the process. In more detail, we will present the extended components including preserva-
tion value and policy framework. Particularly, we substantially extend the computational
method of memory buoyancy with several time-decay models and also leverage the ac-
cess logs of a resource (e.g., the number of views/edits of a document), as well as report
the performance of our proposed model evaluated using human assessment. Preserva-
tion value, on the other hand, is aimed to estimate the expected long-term benefit of a
resource. We propose a conceptual model for preservation value, which is composed
of its definition and purpose with respect to the two ForgetIT use case scenarios, i.e.,
personal preservation and organizational preservation. In addition, we present the case
studies of preservation value as part of exploratory research, and discuss experimental
results and our key findings. A policy framework can be seen as a main driver of the
forgettor component and it is aimed at supporting different forgetting strategies by con-
sidering memory buoyancy, preservation value, and a set of user-specified rules. In this
deliverable, we envision a conceptual model for the policy framework and discuss our
activation options for the policies governing the preservation and forgetting process. We
propose a computational model for further supporting activities in this task, which include
1) definition and formats of policies, and 2) tools for defining the policies based on rule-
based engines. In more detail, these formats and tools have to enable an option for a
user to the policy declaration (e.g. the option to ask the user if something should be really
deleted). Furthermore, we present several system prototypes for advanced information
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value assessment methods, and the integration of an extended set of managed forgetting
options into the process. To this end, we report ongoing research activities and research
plans for WP3.

In the following, we discuss about the Success Indicators that have been defined in the
Description of Work and listed below.

(1) Effectiveness of information assessment for memory buoyancy and preservation
value

(2) Efficiency of information assessment

(3) Number of information assessment parameters considered

(4) Publication of assessment algorithms in peer-reviewed venue

The Success Indicator (2) Efficiency of information assessment has been reported in the
previous deliverable (see Section 3.3, D2.2). The Success Indicator (1) Effectiveness of
information assessment for memory buoyancy and preservation value will be explained in
more detail in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively. The Success Indicator (3) Number of
information assessment parameters considered will be discussed in Section 3.1.2. For (4)
Publication in peer-reviewed venue, we have published recently publications in relevant
conferences (i.e., [10, 23, 24, 34, 16, 31, 42, 43]), as well as under-submission (e.g., [7,
8, 32]).

1.1 Deliverable Organization

The detailed organization of the deliverable is outlined below.

• Section 2 presents the extended model for memory buoyancy including a conceptual
level and a computational framework.

• Section 3 describes a definition and purpose of preservation value as well as a
computation method. We report our exploratory research conducted by two use
case studies.

• Section 4 explains our first idea for policy-based preservation including conceptual
model and our proposed framework.

• Section 5 presents system prototypes in support of long-term preservation for two
applications, i.e., photo summarization and timeline summarization in social media.

• Section 6 describes our ongoing exploratory research and outlines research plans
for WP3.

• Section 7 summarizes and concludes the deliverable.
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2 Memory Buoyancy

The previous deliverable D3.2 has focused on the study of the information value assess-
ment framework of Memory Buoyancy (MB), one of the two primary concepts proposed
within the ForgetIT project. A computational framework for MB values of digital objects has
been proposed, which was inspired by two fundamental theories in human remembering,
namely, decay and inference models. In the context of resource re-accessing, the model
for MB assessment basically follows two flavors (Section 2.2.1, D3.2): Independently es-
timating the retention of digital objects in human brains by tracing the observed activity
logs (Time-decay model), and associating them with their related objects, or with context
information in the information space, in order to propagate the estimated MB scores along
different connections to other digital objects unobserved by the activity logs (Propagation
model). A case study of time-decay model has been conducted, which was based on the
Weinbull distribution.

In this deliverable, we substantially extend the study with several new time-decay models,
each of which was grounded by relevant research in decay effects of human remem-
bering. We also incorporate the frequency information from activity logs of objects, and
evaluate the performance of our proposed computational model using human judgment.

2.1 Conceptual Model

2.1.1 Time-Decay Memory Buoyancy

Time-decay based model estimates the memory buoyancy of a resource according to
its temporal distance with the current context, i.e. how long time ago the resource was
accessed and active in the information space. This approach considers all resources
independently from each other, and uses activity logs as a primary sources of parameter
estimation. In the deliverable D3.1, we mentioned Ebbinghaus, the earliest work in this
line; the deliverable D3.2 extended with the Weinbull function. In fact, there have been
a rich body of decay models proposed in philosophy at different scales and contexts.
We first state the necessary condition of a decay function for it to be used to model the
memory buoyancy.

Definition 1 The memory buoyancy of a resource r at a given time t is the function
MBT(r, t) satisfying the following properties:

1. MBT(r, t) = 1, if there is a user interaction with r at t

2. MBT(r, t1) ≤MBT(r, t2), if t1 > t2 (t2 is closer to the creation time of r)

3. MBT(r, t)→ 0, if t→∞

4. MBT(r1, t) ≤ MBT(r2, t), if the last interaction of agent with r1 is before the last
interaction with r2, or if the amount of interaction of r2 is higher than that of r1
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Next, we revisit from the literature the most promising candidates. To define a unified
setting in which these functions can be used, let us denote δg(t) as the distance between
the current time t and the time of the latest interaction with the resource in terms of the
number of time unit g. Here g indicates the scale of the time unit, which can be hour, day,
week or month depending on the nature of the information space. In our setting, as we
work with the semantic desktop used in daily basis, we set g to a day granularity. In this
work, we study the effectiveness of different time decay functions categories as follows.

Exponential decay function. Time-decay functions of this class have the form: λa−βδ(t),
with λ, a, β are constants defined by specific configuration and domain. We leave the
extensive analysis of different functions and parameters to future work and choose the
most basic function in human memory and forgetting research, Ebbinghaus forgetting
curve:

MBT(r, t) = e−δ(t)/S (2.1)

where S is the decay rate, indicating how much the system should penalize old resources
in decluttering.

Power law decay function. Similar to the exponential function but less aggressive in
decluttering is a power law function: aδt−b, with a, b are positive constants. In our study,
we choose a equal to 1 to focus the analysis on the change in relative values of the
memory buoyancy at different time points.

MBT(r, t) = δ(t)−b (2.2)

The value of b depend on the type of interaction between the resource and the agent (for
instance, a simple view access will leave the resource less recalled subsequently in the
mental model than a thorough editing interaction). Since a learning model for posterior
estimation of the parameter is not the focus of our work, we set up the parameter through
empirical processes instead.

Weinbull distribution. Recent work in large-scale study of human memorysuggests that
forgetting curve might well fit with the Weinbull distribution, with can be considered as the
higher ordered variant of the exponential function:

MBT(r, t) = µe
∑

i−
aδ(t)s

s (2.3)
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where the parameter a measures the overall memory capacity of the system (how many
data objects of the same type with di’s that the system can store). Parameter s is one pa-
rameter of the Weinbull distribution and indicates the steepness of the forgetting function,
i.e. how easily the system loses track of its member data objects. Parameter µ estimates
the likelihood of initially storing the image of the resource in short- and long-term human
memory.

Frequency-based computation. The decay functions above take into account the time
of last interaction of the resource. In [3], Anderson et al. suggest that the frequency of
interactions also play an important role in the memory buoyancy of a resource, as by the
re-learning effect. Hence, for each of the above functions, we define a frequency-based
extension as the aggregation of all decay function within the active window in the past:

MBF(r, t) =

∑
i∈W MBF(r, t)

|W |
(2.4)

where W is the set of interactions of resource r within the active window (in our setting,
with day as time unit scale, we set the window to be one month past).

Each of the above time-decay models is used to calculate the memory buoyancy of items
observed in the activity log, with two variants: Recency-based (the last access only),
and frequency-based (averaging out all accesses in the past). After that, the propagation
model is used (Deliverable D3.2, Section 2.2.1) to re-estimate the MB values, of both
observed and unobserved items in the information space.

2.2 Computational Framework

2.2.1 Integration Workflow

The workflow of computation of the MB values has been described in Section 2.3.1 in
D3.2. A background process, which is triggered by different strategies (e.g., periodically
or on user’s demand), computes the memory buoyancy using different models, and stores
back the values in a repository. These values can be subsequently queries via RESTful
services by other components through the middle-ware.

In this deliverable, we discuss how the workflow is used to evaluate the effectiveness of
different conceptual models mentioned above. The challenge of such evaluation (and
also the computation) flow is that input data of the framework is highly personal, very
private data together with the detailed logs of user on daily basis. Exchange such kind of
data over a network is undesirable, since it is both subject to potential intrusion from third-
party and to privacy violation. To cope with this issue, we follow a pragmatic approach as
follows. The components for background computation, together with the strategy config-
uration are bundled to client digest systems (PIMO-based desktop or TYPO3 web-based
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Figure 1: Workflow of Computation and Deployment of the MB Assessor Component

application). The components can then access to raw data locally and performs the nec-
essary computation. In addition, a component of the evaluation user interface (EUI) is
deployed in the client’s environment as well. This component displays the information
of user’s resources, together with their estimated MB values, in a Web-based screen for
users to evaluate. Finally, identifier of the resources (encoded), together with their com-
puted MB scores and the feedback given by the users are sent back to the managed
forgettor and are used in the quantitative evaluation, as well as in tuning and improve-
ments of the models. The overall work flow for MB computation is illustrated in Figure
1.

2.2.2 Evaluation

In Section 6.1, we will discuss our approach of evaluation in the semantic desktop ranking
case study. To accommodate such evaluation, we developed a lightweight interface that
is to be integrated at the client side (PIMO / TYPO3). It queries the calculated MB values
of items (stored in the managed forgetting repository), and matches with the meta-data
and information of items (stored in the client), then displays the items in a Web-based
form to ask for human feedback. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In the top-most label, it
displays the time span within which the items are actively accessed (of course, for one
item, there can be several active time spans) and based on which the MB values were
calculated. Then it instructs the user with one question asking a user to rank the items
based on how he/she would like to do with the documents based on their recalled context
corresponding to the mentioned time span (for instance, the user was in tasks for a project
meeting during then). A Likert scale style has been employed to suggest different actions
to the user in 5 levels. They are:

1. Pin - 1 The items is / was very important to the user within the mentioned time span.
He would like to “pin” it as a shortcut in his spaces to easily access.

2. Show - 2 The item was related to what user was doing, thus it should be displayed
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Figure 2: Screen shot of Evaluation of Documents’ Memory Buoyancy.

in a relatively easy-to-access place (e.g. folders shown in front screen).

3. Fade in - 3 The item was not related what user was doing within the time span, but
it might be used in the time span immediately after, or might serve for other related
purpose in a near future.

4. Fade out - 4 The item was not related what user was doing within the time span,
and it should be hidden to have spaces for other more important items shown up.

5. Trash - 5 The item was not related what user was doing within the time span, and the
user does not need it. It can be dispatched to the system to handle (e.g. archiving),
with or without confirmation.

For each round of assessment, five items are shown to the user, and the user is asked
to give a label based on one desired action mentioned above. If the user is uncertain
about the most appropriate action, he or she can skip to the next round. The items are
chosen as follows. For each round, one MB computation method is chosen randomly
(e.g. only based on decay function, or decay function with frequency, or based on propa-
gation, see Section 2.1.1 and Section 6.1.2 for the list of methods studied), proportional
to how many evaluation feedback each method has. Then, a random time span of one
week length is chosen, and the MB values of items are calculated based on the activity
logs and meta-data available up to the last day of the time span. In this way, we can sim-
ulate the managed forgettor component as per different time periods when the data are
continuously consumed and logs are produced. Based on these MB scores, 2 items are
chosen at random in the top 10 highest scored item list, 2 from the 10 items with lowest
scores, and 1 is chosen totally random to form the items shown to the user. We remark
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here that the information (labels of items, as in Figure 2, or activity logs, or the meta-data)
are totally inside the client, only the MB scores (and the anonymized ids) of the items are
sent back to the managed forgettor via the middleware.

Based on this setting, we compare the effectiveness of different components in our MB
computation, which will be discussed in Section 6.
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3 Preservation Value

Besides Memory Buoyancy, Preservation value is the second core information value con-
sidered in the ForgetIT project. It is crucial to preservation decisions, since it aims to
estimate the expected long-term benefit of a resource. Figure 3 illustrates the difference
between preservation value and memory buoyancy with respect to the time dimension.
On one hand, preservation value is used for making a decision on whether the resource
under consideration should be preserved for an expected long-term benefit. This is re-
lated to long-term information management considering time frames of decades. On the
other hand, memory buoyancy is used to predict a short-term interest or importance. This
refers to time frames between hours and days, or even short time frames depending on
the application case.

Figure 3: Preservation value vs. memory buoyancy with respect to the time dimension.

3.1 Conceptual Model

In this section, we present a working definition for preservation value and discuss a set
of preservation value dimensions as a foundation for a systematic way of determining
preservation value.

3.1.1 Definition and Purpose

In the ForgetIT project, we have agreed on the following working definition for preserva-
tion value, which clearly distinguishes it from other information values such as memory
buoyancy:

Definition 2 Preservation value is a value attached to a resource reflecting the benefit
expected from the long-term survival of the resource.

In particular, preservation value is used to determine the amount of investment to be
made for ensuring the long-term survival and understandability of the resource under
consideration. This can refer to preservation decisions such as how many copies to keep
or to investment in semantic preservation, which also takes into account context evolution
aspects. In the extreme case, the preservation value can also be used to make keep or
delete decisions.
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3.1.2 Dimensions for Value Assessment

The computation of preservation value, obviously, is a challenging task. It encompasses
predicting the future value of a resource and is influenced by a variety of partially setting-
specific factors. Therefore, it is not expected that there will be one single method, which
can compute the preservation value for all possible settings, even if we just restrict to per-
sonal and organizational preservation. For example, other factors influence the decision,
if I want to keep a photo or an email on the long run.

We still believe that there is enough common ground on what makes up a preservation
value that a systematic approach can be defined on the conceptual level. For this pur-
pose, we have defined a set of high level dimensions for drivers, which influence the
preservation value. Within each of the dimensions different factors can be defined, which
are relevant in the setting under consideration. From the consideration of the dimensions
a better understanding of the preservation value itself as well as of the importance of
those dimensions for the computation of preservation values is expected. They help in
abstracting from the individual case.

The identification of those preservation value dimensions is based on intensive discus-
sions with the application partners in the project and on the experiences gathered during
the project. The following six dimensions have been identified:

Investment: In a wide sense, this dimension refers to the investment, which has been
made into the resource and its improvement/change.

Gravity: This dimension refers to the relationship or closeness of a resource to important
events, processes, and structures in the domain under consideration.

Social Graph: This dimension describes the relationship of the resource to the relevant
social graph, i.e., the persons related to the resource, their roles and relationships.
This might refer to the creators and editors of a resource as well as to persons
related to the content of the resource.

Popularity: This dimension refers to the usage and perception of the resource.

Coverage: This dimension refers to factors, which considers the resource in relationship
to other resources in the same collection. This includes factors such as diversity or
coverage of sub-events, which are also used in making preservation decisions and,
thus, influence preservation value.

Quality: This dimension refers to the quality of the resource.

The dimensions are also summarized in Table 1, together with example factors within
each dimension for the case of personal preservation and organizational preservation,
respectively.

For filling these dimensions with life we have investigated relevant factors within those
dimensions for the case of determining preservation values for photos in a photo collection
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Table 1: High-level dimensions for drivers of preservation value.

Example – personal preservation Example organizational preservation

Investment Annotated photo Highly revised or expensive press photo
Gravity Related to important life situation Importance for core business processes
Social Graph Related to family members Email from “the boss”
Popularity Shared and liked photos Frequently visited Web site
Coverage Covering all sub-events of a trip Representation of all departments/projects
Quality Photo quality Final version vs. draft

and for content in Social Networks. The results of those experiments are described in the
sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

It is noteworthy that this deliverable addresses preservation value in the personal preser-
vation settings, whereas the preservation value study of organization will be presented
in the next deliverable. The next section explains how the Semantic Desktop approach
used in the personal preservation application scenario contributes to preservation value
assessment along these dimensions.

3.1.3 Evidences for Preservation Value Assessment in the Semantic Desktop

This section explains the contributions of the Semantic Desktop approach for the assess-
ment of the preservation value. It focusses on which evidences can be provided by the
Semantic Desktop in addition to a solely investigation of a resource and its containment
in a set of resources (such as a photo collection).

Considering the drivers for preservation value identified in the previous sections, we can
identify several evidences for calculating the preservation value from the Semantic Desk-
top along the dimensions as explained in the following.

Investment: The Semantic Desktop provides various evidences for deriving an invest-
ment a user has spent on a resource. Activities on resources such as views are
logged in the PIMO. This provides a log of user activities on a specific resources
where a differentiation is available between such as access and modification (e.g.,
add/remove relation, modified text, added/removed literal,. . . ). Whereas accesses
shall be considered in the Popularity dimension, the modifications provide insights
on activities of a user on a resource.

As an alternative to modification events, inspecting only the semantic representation
of a resource – the so-called thing – also provides insight on investment: this can
be done by counting the number of annotations (i.e., relations to other things), exis-
tence of a textual description (such as some notes about a picture), or the existence
of a dedicated icon which differs from the class-specific icons (e.g., for a person, the
image of a person could be set as an icon by the user). However, the latter does
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not reflect activates over time (i.e., adding ten annotations at once vs. one every
week for 10 weeks), the constant change of the textual description or the removal of
relations. Therefore, we consider harvesting the events for the preservation value is
the most accurate choice.

A further contribution to investment can be derived from the semantics of the PIMO
for the resources. For instance, there is a difference between, e.g., a resource of
type pimo:Document and a resource of type pimo:Contract. Here, the preservation
value of the contract resource can rise especially as the user made the effort of
assigning this special type. However, most of such specific types would depend
on dedicated applications such as a scanning application which allows to scan and
import documents where the user is able to manually classify (or even supported
by document analysis) with document types such as receipts, invoices, contracts, or
certificates. The Semantic Desktop is capable to incorporate this.

Gravity: As the Gravity dimension refers to the relationship of resources, evidences for
this dimension can be derived from the semantic graph of the PIMO. For instance,
relations in the graph show which resources are connected to an event. Resources
could be documents, photos, emails, notes; spread over different devices and/or
available in different applications. Thus, the Semantic Desktop not only allows to
express such relationships it also makes it possible to connect distributed resources.

Further, the semantic graph could also propagate importance of resources along
specific relations. For instance, an event is connected to a photo collection where
several photos have a large number of annotations or textual descriptions. Such
importance indicators could be spread along certain properties indicating, e.g., con-
tainment (e.g., a part-of relation), contributing to the preservation value of the en-
closing or closely connected resource. A similar spreading is already applied in the
memory buoyancy calculation and could be adapted for the specific requirements of
the preservation value.

Social Graph: The PIMO can contribute information about the social graph in various
ways. First, relevant persons are expected to occur in the PIMO, e.g., as contacts,
as attendees of events, as depicted and annotated in photo collections. Depending
on the domain ontology extension included, a family tree could represent more de-
tailed information about family relationships between persons in the PIMO as done
in the PIMORE prototype (see deliverable D9.2 [17]) for close family members (par-
ents, children, couples). Such information can also be collected from mentions in
text which is analyzed by the PIMO either for annotation suggestions or by using
semantic text composition with seed from WP4.

Furthermore, the PIMO contains information on who created a thing and who con-
tributed. If it is private or shared in a group.

Popularity: As mentioned in the Investment dimension, evidences for popularity can be
derived on resource accesses by the user logged by the PIMO. Extending this to a
Group PIMO (e.g., a family in the Personal Preservation scenario or a organizational
unit such as a project team in an organizational setting) – given that a resource
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is shared (which is another indicator for preservation value assessment) – other
users’ accesses can also be included, and considered differently, e.g., for sth. a
user contributed to the group though not accessing it, but it is popular in the group.

Coverage: As done in the Gravity dimension, the semantic graph of the PIMO can be
used to understand the relationships of collections of resources. First, to under-
stand what a set of photos actually is which is handed over for preservation. The
PIMO provides insights such as that it is, for instance, a photo collection of a holi-
day trip done five years ago. Further annotations could provide more information on
locations, persons, topics, or additional material used for the trip.

Second, as the dedicated photo applications allow to add more details on a photo
collection such as topics, this can contribute to decide for diversity or coverage, e.g.,
to give a higher preservation value to a photo annotated with a single topic (e.g.,
Cullen Skink (a Scottish soup)) vs. a topic used in many photos (e.g., like Edinburgh
Castle), or by selecting photos for locations visited during a trip or by covering all
workshop events of a project (such as photos taken by a ForgetIT project member
at various ForgetIT workshops).

Quality: The Quality dimension is mainly fed by assessment of the resource by inspec-
tion, e.g., by image quality assessment. However, some indications can also be
derived from the PIMO if such information is available, e.g., because a dedicated
application contributed this. Such indicators could be a quality indication by the
user by flagging the resource as favourite as done in the WP9 photo organization
application (see deliverable [18]).

3.1.4 Leveraging Preservation Value

The most obvious way of using the preservation value is to make decision about preser-
vation. A threshold can be set and only resources with a preservation value above this
threshold will be considered for preservation (i.e., sent to the preservation system). Such
a process can be automated or the resources above the threshold can be presented to
the user for final decision.

As a time point for such preservation decisions, the time point, when the respective re-
source goes out of active use (decreased memory buoyancy for a specified time period)
has been identified as a good candidate in the ForgetIT project. Before this point in time
it might be expensive to keep track of the changes of the resource in the active system
and to synchronize them with the resource copy in the preservation store. Waiting until
long after this time point might put resources with high preservation value at risk. Other
scheduling options would be a regular (e.g., monthly) computation of preservation values
or a manually triggered preservation value computation (e.g. for a collection of photos or
the resources of a project, which has been completed).
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The preservation value cannot only be used for binary preservation decisions: preserve
or not preserve1. On the one hand, the preservation value (or a category inferred from
this value, see Figure 4 below) can also be provided to the preservation system as an
indication of the effort to be invested for the respective resource. This can for example
be used to select the adequate preservation aggregations as outlined in deliverable D7.1.
On the other hand, the preservation value can also be used for deciding about other
preservation options, e.g. just preserve a summary of a collection of images with low
preservation value or store more context information for a resource with high preservation
value.

Following this idea, as part of our approach a set of ”forgetting” options are defined in
close collaboration with the activity on assessing human acceptance for managed forget-
ting. Clearly there will be no one-size-fits-all for managed forgetting, either. The challenge
here is the definition of a flexible forgetting process that can implement adaptable forms
of forgetting depending upon the needs and properties of the respective setting.

We are currently developing an adaptable framework for the managed forgetting process,
which fixes the principle mechanisms of the process and can be customized along differ-
ent dimensions: the parameters that are used for information assessment, the threshold
used for memory buoyancy and preservation value for triggering forgetting actions and
the options of forgetting considered. We are investigating the use of a policy framework
that supports the definition of different forgetting policies. Policies have been shown to be
an intuitive and powerful tool in the area of security management, e.g., for specification
of access rights. In the preservation context, besides customizing the forgetting process,
policies also can capture external constraints, such as legal preservation requirements or
business requirements (e.g., to make sure that information pertinent to obsolete product
versions is preserved).

The forgetting option are closely related and will build upon methods developed in WP4
such as methods for detecting redundancies as well as for condensation of textual and
multimedia information objects.

3.2 Preservation Value for Personal Photos

Photo selection from personal photo collections is one of the scenarios that we considered
to get insights for deriving a meaningful conceptual model for Preservation Value. Our aim
is to better understand the human selection process for photo preservation and to inves-
tigate methods for supporting this process with no assumptions on prior user investment,
such as, tagging, grouping, etc. For this purpose, we conducted a photo selection study
with 35 users on real-world personal collections of some hundreds of photos each. In
total, we obtained more than 8,000 photos for our experiment. Considering the insights
that we got from the conducted survey, we designed and compared different approaches

1It has to be noted here again, that not preserve does not mean delete here. It just means the resource
is not sent to the preservation system. It might still reside in the active system or any type of backup system.
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Figure 4: From PV to Managed Forgetting and Preservation Actions.

to make automatic selections from personal collections. We will explain in details both the
user study and the automatic approaches in the rest of this section.

3.2.1 User Study

We performed a user study for a photo selection task. The goal of this user study is
to gather insights on human photo selection for preservation and to collect ground-truth
data for the automatic photo classification approach (see Section 3.2). In the user study,
we asked participants to provide their personal photo collections and to select a subset
of photos that they would want to preserve, i.e. to ensure that the selected photos stay
accessible for a long period of time. For this purpose, we developed a photo selection
application. The user study was complemented by a short survey about the task, which
we asked the participants to fill after the photo selection task.

Participants. The experiment involved 35 users (30% females and 70% males) with 15
different nationalities: 24% of the participants came from Greece, 18% from Germany,
12% from Italy, 9% from China, 6% from Vietnam, and the rest from Ethiopia, Turkey,
Kosovo, Iran, UK, Thailand, Sweden, Brazil, Albania, and Georgia. Regarding their ages,
61% of the participants are between 20 and 30 years, 24% between 30 and 40, 12%
between 40 and 50, 3% between 50 and 60.

Task Definition. Since our task of selecting photos for preservation is not an everyday
task for the users, it was important to find a good metaphor for supporting the task. After
discussing a number of options, we decided to use the metaphor of a ”magic digital vault”,
which incorporates the ideas of protection, durability and a sort of advanced technologies
to keep things accessible in long-term. Therefore, before starting the photo selection, the
task was explained with the following instructions:

Imagine you have an opportunity to protect some images from one of your
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photo collections representing an event (a vacation, a business trip, a cere-
mony, etc.) by putting them into a magic digital vault. This vault protects the
images against loss and ensures that they remain readable and accessible,
and safely survive for the next decades (even in case of hardware crashes,
new photo formats or software obsolete).

Which photos would you put in the vault?

When performing photo selection, please look through the entire collection
before taking your final decision.

Photo Collections. Previous works mostly consider either public photo collections (e.g.,
available on social media like Facebook and Flickr), e.g., [37], or photos from a shared
event in which all the evaluators took part [45]. One difficulty we see with using public
collections of photos from different people, even if they attended the same event, is that
according to the different experiences of the individuals in the event they might also have
a different level of appreciation for the same photo.

In contrast, we use personal photo collections. For instance, this can be photos from busi-
ness trips, vacations, ceremonies, or other personal events the evaluator participated in.
This means that each collection is not just a bunch of photos, which might exhibit different
degrees of quality and aesthetics, but there are experiences, sub-events, and memories
that might influence the selection behavior. We decided to focus on such personal collec-
tions because we wanted to observe the personal preservation photo selection decisions
in a setting that is as realistic as possible.

In total, 39 collections were used in the experiment (four users evaluated two collections),
resulting in 8,528 images. The size of collections ranges between 100 and 625 images,
with an average size of 219 (with the standard deviation of 128.7). These collection sizes
also emphasize the need for automated selection support, since manually browsing be-
comes time-consuming. We asked users for further information about their collections,
such as, the main topic of the collection, whether they were previously pruned (e.g., by
discarding low quality images), and when the photos were taken. Overall, 51% of the col-
lections represent vacations, 30% business trips and conferences, and 18% other events
(i.e., music festivals and graduation ceremonies). In addition, 23% of the collections were
already pruned. The time when the collections were taken spans from 2007 to 2014
(64% in 2013-2014, 17% in 2012-2011, the rest in 2010-2007). Regarding user privacy,
we made users aware that their images were temporally stored on remote servers (not
publicly accessible) for feature extraction. The images will neither be inspected by hu-
mans nor given to third parties.

User Interface. We developed a desktop application that was used by the evaluators
to import their collections and to select the photos they wanted to preserve. On the
back-end, the photos were uploaded on our server, where they were temporally stored
to extract features. Figure 5 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) of the application:
the images contained in the imported collection are displayed in the bottom panel, while
the ones selected by the users are shown in the top panel. Note that, faces appearing in
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Figure 5: GUI used by participants to select their photos to preserve.

Figure 5 have been blurred for sake of privacy. The photos are selected and deselected by
double-clicking on them, and can be enlarged and inspected in detail by a single mouse
click.

The images in the collection are shown in the same order in which they were taken,
since this makes the browsing, remembering, and selection easier and more realistic for
the users. We also made a preliminary evaluation where images were shuffled before
being presented. This resulted in higher evaluation time and a higher mental effort for
the selection process, because it made picking from a set of related images very difficult.
However, keeping the original order might introduce bias in the selection towards the early
photos in the collection, since users might loose attention during the evaluation or even
complete the selection without going through the entire collection. In Figure 6 we present
the average distribution of selected photos with respect to their positions in the collections.
The bar diagram shows that the selected photos follow a quite uniform distribution over
the entire collections, with the only exception of the first 10% that tends to contain more
selections (13.5% as compared to 10%), when assuming equal distribution. This confirms
that there was no major bias in the user evaluation caused by the order of the photos.

User Evaluation. Before starting the evaluation, the users were personally introduced
to the photo selection task as well as to the application that they were supposed to use.
Further remarks and clarifications about both the task and the usage of the application
were given, where needed. However, no guidelines were given about the detail criteria
to use for selection, in order not to influence the selection process. After this, the users
autonomously interacted with our application. In more detail, the application asked them
to select 20% of photos from the collection for preservation. This selection percentage
(20%) has been empirically identified as a reasonable amount of representative photos.
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Figure 6: Average density of selected photos in adjacent and ordered subsets of the col-
lection.

We also checked the selection of this number with the users in the survey.

User Survey and Results. The survey can be conceptually split into three groups. The
first group includes questions about the collection used in the process: type of collection,
year of photo taking and if the collection was cleaned. The results for those questions
have already been reported above. The second group of questions refers to the scenario
of photo selection process. The third group of questions look into the criteria that were
taken into account during the selection.

Regarding the second group of questions, the users were asked to provide information
about (1) which scenario they had in mind when selecting the images; (2) for whom they
are preserving the images; (3) whether they would be ready to pay, and for how many
years, if preservation was a paid service. The answers to each question were posed
as multiple choices and are reported in Figure 7. Questions (1) and (2) reveal that the
process of long-term preservation is centered around the owner of the photos: more
than 70% of the evaluators said that they thought about own future reminiscence when
they selected the photos, and almost 80% indicated themselves as a main recipient of
the preservation. Looking at the preservation as a valuable service to be paid (question
(3)), the evaluators were mostly split into two groups: either being ready to pay for many
decades (39%) or needing flexibility to make new preservation decisions every 2-5 years
(36%). In both cases, these answers highlight a clear need for preservation of personal
photo collections.

In the third group of questions, we suggested different criteria and asked the users to rate
how much each criterion was considered during the selection. The suggested criteria,
based on the insights on keep and delete decisions in [46], link to the preservation value
dimensions defined in Section 3.1.2 as follows. Quality is represented by “image qual-
ity”, Gravity by “memories evocation” and “important to me”, Social Graph by “somebody
important”, Coverage by “event coverage”, and Popularity by “sharing on social media”.

The ratings were provided via star ratings on a scale between 1 and 5 (5 stars mean
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Figure 7: Survey results with respect to preservation scenario, preservation target group,
and preservation as a service.

very important, 1 means not important at all). The criteria along with statistics about
their ratings are reported as box plots in Figure 8. Note, that medians are represented
as horizontal bold bars, while sample mean is indicated with a bold cross. An important
finding of this evaluation is that the objective quality of photos is rated as the second
least important selection criterion, after the sharing intent. This shows that quality and
aesthetics, although being important and used for "general purpose" photo selection [25],
is not considered very important in the case of selecting images for preservation. In
contrast, criteria more related to reminiscence, such as event coverage, typical image,
and "the picture evokes (positive) memories" are all rated high, with highest ratings for
memory evocation. The remaining two criteria "picture is important to me" and picture
"shows somebody important" refer to the personal relationship to the picture and are also
both rated high.

These results anticipate that the task of predicting images to be selected for long-term
preservation is likely to be difficult, since many of the criteria that are rated high, e.g.
memory evocation, personal importance and "typical image", are difficult to assess for a
machine, because they contain a high level of subjectivity. Another complicating fact is
that there is no single dominating criteria, but a mix of highly rated results.

In the criteria ratings we can see clear differences to the ratings of the partially overlap-
ping set of criteria reported in [45], where photos on a shared events were used and
the selection was not directly related to preservation and reminiscence. Much higher rat-
ings are given to criteria such as quality, whereas event coverage and important person
are rated relatively low (although with high variance). Interestingly, photos that capture a
memory are also rated high in this case.
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Figure 8: Boxplots of the different selection criteria.

3.2.2 Automatic Approaches to Photo Selection for Preservation

Due to the often large sizes of digital photo collections, automated photo selection, in
more general, has already been studied in various other contexts, such as, photo sum-
marization [26, 41, 40], the creation of collages [47], selection of representative pho-
tos [45, 11, 21], and the creation of photo books from social media content [37]. In the
context of preservation of public images (available in the online photo sharing platform,
e.g., Flickr), the previous work [12] conducted a qualitative study in order to assess the
values of images for representing social history. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work investigating automated photo selection in support of the long-term perspective
for digital preservation and personal reminiscence.

Our approach is inspired by two insights got from how photo selection for preservation
was performed in the user study (Section 3.2.1). Firstly, in post study discussions the
participants to our user study reported a reduction strategy, taking out photos that are
surely not considered for inclusion to ease the further selection. Secondly, our participants
reported a coverage strategy when selecting photos, trying to cover all important sub-
events or aspects of the collection under consideration. The importance of coverage is
also implied by the results of the survey, which was part of our user study, and by other
research work e.g., on social image search [40].

Therefore, we investigate and compare two models for the photo selection process for
gaining deeper insights in it:
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• Reduction-oriented photo selection considers photo collections as sets of two types
of items, unique photos and groups of near duplicate photos. Photo selection is then
modeled as a two phase selection process, first selecting valuable items from the
collection and subsequently picking photos from the selected duplicate groups.

• Coverage-oriented photo selection considers photo collections as a sequence of
depicted sub-events. Photo selection aims to reach coverage of the sub-events in
addition to picking the most important photos.

For investigating the validity of those process models, we have implemented both of them
resorting to a machine learning approach for automatic classification of valuable photos,
based on a variety of features. In addition, we used a semantic event clustering method
(for the coverage oriented process) and an advanced near–duplicate detection method
(for the reduction-oriented method). These image processing methods have been devel-
oped in the context of WP4.

Other than [45, 40, 37], we do not rely on any additional user investment such as eye
tracking information [45, 37] or photo annotation with text [41, 37, 40], because we be-
lieve it is exactly the reluctance of further investment that lets large photo collections
unattended on our hard disks. In contrast to the photo selection works in [41, 26, 40], we
evaluate our approach based on selection decisions taken by users on their own photo
collections, i.e. we consider and aim at reflecting human expectations.

Overview

The problem that we tackle is emulating human behaviors when they select a subset of
photos from a personal collection for long-term preservation. This means starting from a
collection of personal photos C = {p1, ..., pn}, the system is supposed to suggest a subset
Ĉp = {pi1 , ...pir}, which is close to the set of photos that the user would have selected Cp =
{pj1 , ...pjr} in the sense that there is a high overlap of selected photos. As anticipated, the
task is to select the most valuable photos for preservation, i.e., |Cp| = α · |C|, where we
set α = 0.2 in our work.

We investigate two models, a reduction–oriented approach and a coverage–oriented ap-
proach for gaining deeper insights into the photo selection process for preservation. Fig-
ure 9 gives a high–level overview of our system framework. First, photos are processed to
extract a set of features that are used as input to both the approaches to learn two mod-
els to predict the importance of each photo, i.e. the probability of a photo to be selected.
The difference between the models learned in each method will be explained later in this
section. The reduction–oriented method is inspired by the observation that users tend to
first discard photos, especially redundant ones, to ease the selection process. It maps
the collection C to a set of items {i1, ..., in}, where each item i is a set of photos that can
contain either one unique photo or different photos with near–duplicates.

In case of items i that are near–duplicate sets, photos are selected from those sets
by using a second classifier to distinguish between important and not important near–
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Figure 9: Overview of our approaches to personal photo selection.

duplicates. We split the selection process into two different steps under the assump-
tion that users might consider different criteria in each one of them. When selecting
a subset of photo from an entire collection, they might take joint decisions considering
the overall collection, while the decision about which image to select among a set of
near–duplicates might be taken based on individual characteristics of the images. The
coverage-oriented approach is motivated by observations in the user study and by the
results of our survey, which showed high ratings of event coverage as perceived selection
criteria. Moreover, image clustering is widely used in other photo selection tasks (see,
e.g., [37]). The coverage–oriented approach is thus a mapping from a collection C to a
set of non-overlapping clusters c, where each cluster contains all the photos belonging to
the same sub-event of the collection. Based on those clusters and on the predicted selec-
tion probabilities, photos are selected by balancing the coverage of the different clusters
and the selection probabilities of the images.

Image Processing and Importance Prediction

The results of the survey suggest that the selection of personal photos for preservation is
driven by a variety of factors, many of which are difficult to assess automatically. There-
fore, in addition to assessing image quality, it is important to use advanced methods to
extract semantics from photos. This is especially important, since we are considering sce-
narios where no user labeling or tagging is assumed, i.e. raw image content and metadata
like time are the only available information that can be exploited. In general, rich feature
sets will be used as a starting point for investigating which features are most important
in this complex photo selection task. We also use methods for near–duplicate detection
and image clustering, which are described in the context of the reduction-oriented and
the coverage-oriented photo selection, respectively.

Image Processing. The images processing techniques that we employ are concept de-
tection, quality assessment, face detection, clustering, and near–duplicate detection. The
latter two techniques will be described in the following sections, as starting points of our
reduction–based and coverage–based approaches.
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Concept Detection consists in analyzing the visual content of an image and automatically
assign concept labels to it. This moves the description of an image to a semantic level,
where it is possible to identify abstract concept like joy, cheering, entertainment, as well
as more concrete ones like crowd, girl, stadium. We used an extension of the 2–layer
stacking architecture that was proposed in [29]. Our extension involves the use of a first–
layer classifiers that exploits VLAD encoding [5] for the local features (e.g. SIFT) rather
than Bag–of–Words encoding. Using this method, 346 concept detectors were trained for
the 346 concepts defined as part of the TRECVID 2013 benchmarking activity [35]. As
training corpus, the TRECVID 2013 dataset comprising 800 hours of video was used.

Regarding Image Quality Assessment, we computed four image quality measures, namely
blur, contrast, darkness, and noise, along with their aggregated value (Minkowski sum),
following the procedure presented in [30].

For Face Detection we have applied the Viola and Jones [44] approach using several
detection classifiers. Each detected region is accepted as facial one by taking into account
the number of classifiers that detected it, its color histogram (skin like color) and whether
other facial features (eyes, mouth, nose) have been detected in it.

Features for Prediction. Five groups of features have been designed for being used in
the photo selection task, based on the image processing results presented in the previous
section as well as on more global characteristics. They will be used as input of the learning
model that is used to predict the probability that an image is selected for preservation. In
the following sections we will refer to the class of features using the names introduced
hereafter, although the link between them and the preservation value dimensions defined
in Section 3.1.2 is made explicit in their descriptions.

Quality-based features. They consists in the 5 quality measures described before: blur,
contrast, darkness, noise, and their fused value. The assumption behind using this in-
formation is that users might tend to select good quality images, although their impact
seems to be less important in subjective selections of humans [45]. This family of fea-
tures corresponds to the Quality dimension defined in Section 3.1.2.

Face-based features. The presence and position of faces might be an indicator of impor-
tance and might influence the selection. We capture this by considering, for each image,
the number of faces within it as well as their positions and relative sizes. In more details,
we divided each image in nine quadrants, and computed the number of faces and their
size in each quadrant. This results in 19 features: two for number and size of faces in
each quadrant, plus an aggregated one representing the total number of faces in the im-
age. These features are related to the Social Graph dimension defined in Section 3.1.2,
although a more precise notion of who is in the photo, e.g. obtained via face clustering
and tagging, would help in determining relations among people and the owner herself.

Concept-based features. The semantic content of images, which we model in terms of
concepts appearing in them, is expected to be a better indicator than low-level image
features, because it is closer to what a picture encapsulates. We associate to each image
a vector of 346 elements, one for each concept, where the i-th value represents the
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probability for the i-concept to appear in the image. Although this class of features does
not have a clear correspondence to any of the dimensions defined in Section 3.1.2, we
believe that the semantics introduced by them can bring a great benefit to the predictive
capabilities of the model.

Collection-based features. When users have to identify a subset of images to preserve,
instead of just making decisions for each image separately, the characteristics of the
collection an image belongs to might influence the overall selection of the subset. For the
same reasons, but moving to a finer granularity, it might be worth considering information
about the cluster an image belongs to, as well as whether there are near duplicates for
an image. For each image, we consider the following collection-base features to describe
the collection, cluster, near duplicate set the image belongs to: size of the collection,
number of clusters in the collection, number of the clusters in the collection, number of
near–duplicate sets, size of the near–duplicate sets (avg, std, min, max), quality of the
collection (avg, std), faces in the collection (avg, std, max, min), size of the cluster (avg,
std, max, min), whether the image is the centroid of the cluster, quality of the cluster (avg,
std, max, min), faces in the cluster (avg), how many near–duplicates the image has. This
family of features is a representative of the Coverage dimension defined in Section 3.1.2.

A general consideration about the comparison between the features described above and
the user study presented in Section 3.2.1 has to be made. The concepts that resulted to
be important from the user study, e.g. evocation of positive memories, typical images,
overall and personal importance of images, are highly subjective and not directly recog-
nizable by a machine. We started modeling event coverage through clustering and the
coverage-based methods and introducing semantic features like concepts, but we plan
to model the other important features as well. We also used image quality, although not
perceived as important, for sake of comparison with the other features.

Importance Prediction. Once images in our collections have been described in terms
of the features presented above, a prediction model represented by a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [13] is learned in both the reduction–oriented and coverage–oriented
methods to predict the selection probabilities of new unseen images. Given a training
set made of photos pi, their corresponding feature vectors f p, and their selection labels
lp (i.e. selected or not selected), an SVM is trained and the learned model M can be
used to predict the probability P = M

(
f q
)

for a new unseen image q to be selected by
the user. We use the selection information obtained in the user study as a training set for
this classification task. The difference between the prediction models learned within the
two methods consists in whether decisions made for near–duplicates are made coherent
or not before the learning. As a matter of fact, different selection decisions for near–
duplicate images would result in having patterns with similar features but different labels
within the training set. Since in the reduction–oriented method handles near–duplicates
in a dedicated way, which will be described in the corresponding section, we make the
prediction model unaware of near–duplicates by making labels (i.e. human decisions)
coherent within each near–duplicate set in the following way: (i) all the images within a
set are marked as selected if at least one image in this set has been marked as selected;
(ii) all the images within a set are marked as not selected if all the images in that set have
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not been selected. On the contrary, the prediction model used in the coverage–oriented
approach is trained without modifying near–duplicate labels because the approach does
not handle them in a dedicated way.

Although the task of photo selection is potentially subject to the preferences of each user
[39, 48], we learn a common model for all the users as a first step in the investigation
of this new complex photo selection task. Moreover, this can be the starting point for
personalization, i.e. adapting the initial general model to better meet the preferences of
single users.

Reduction–oriented Photo Selection

Near–duplicates are in the core of the reduction–oriented selection process. Therefore,
we take a closer look into the occurrence of near–duplicates in our data set, before dis-
cussing our approach and the way we handle them in more detail.

Near-Duplicates. Within our dataset, we observed that more than a half of the photos
(53.4%) are near–duplicates (or just duplicates for short in what follows), which suggests
that adequately dealing with this redundancy plays an important role in the photo selec-
tion process. Moreover, when also considering the photo selections made in the user
experiment, we noted that most of the duplicate sets (i.e. sets containing photos that are
near–duplicates of each other) contain both selected images (usually one) and not se-
lected ones. As we already discussed, this aspect is taken into account when uniforming
the labels of near–duplicates before training the prediction model.

Near-Duplicate Detection. Near–duplicate detection identifies photos that are quite sim-
ilar. In many cases, the photographers shoot a scene multiple times which results in
creating near–duplicate images that are important to be detected in a preservation appli-
cation. We used the method described in [4] to identify near duplicates. Initially, it forms
a vocabulary by applying k–means on image SIFT features and then encodes the image
using Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) encoding. The images with very similar
VLAD vectors are efficiently retrieved using a KD forest index and Geometric Coding [49]
is further used on these candidate near–duplicates in order to finally accept or reject the
hypothesis that they are near–duplicates.

In contrast to more strict near–duplicate detection methods, this approach results in a
more relaxed notion of near–duplicates, which we believe is a better fit to the targeted
rather selective photo selection task. Figure 10 illustrates the different types of duplicates
the approach detects. The images in the upper row represent a more traditional near–
duplicate situation, where the images can be hardly recognized as different. The images
in the bottom row represent what we call semantic duplicates: they are different in terms
of colors and background, but the concepts in the images are the same as in both images
there is a person singing and playing the guitar on a stage.

Relaxed Near-Duplicate Aggregation. Our assumption is that people might take deci-
sions based on different criteria when (1) selecting a subset of photos from a collection for
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Figure 10: Two different examples of near–duplicates.

preservation, and (2) choosing which photo to select from a set of near–duplicates. There-
fore, we split the reduction–oriented approach into two steps: relaxed near–duplicate
aggregation and near–duplicate selection. This also splits the entire problem of photo
selection into two distinct problems: (1) select a subset of images from a collection, with-
out considering near–duplicates (i.e. applying the aggregation described below); (2) for
each selected image that had originally near–duplicates, pick the one that was actually
selected by the user.

For relaxed near–duplicate aggregation, we logically consider near–duplicates as a single
image, and our system makes a single decision for them. This is in line with other works
on photo album summarization [11], where usually the near–duplicates are identified and
only the representative (based e.g. on centroid / similarity information) is selected. For
selecting the image that represents the duplicate set, we rely on our importance prediction
method: we select the image with the highest importance prediction within the duplicate
set as the representative of it. After this step, all the images in this revised collection are
considered as singles, either because they actually are or because they are a represen-
tative of a duplicate set.

Subsequently, the images are ranked based on the predictions, and the top 20% is finally
selected (20% because this is the original amount of photos that was selected by the
users). For assessing this selection step, we make human decisions coherent within
each near–duplicate set in the same way as it was done before the training of the model
(see Section 3.2.2): all the images within a set are marked as selected if at least one
image in the set has been marked as selected; all the images within a set are marked as
not selected if all the images in the set have not been selected.
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Near-Duplicate Selection. For the duplicate sets selected in the previous step, we still
have to decide which of the photos in the set to select. Since we consider this as a
distinct type of selection problem, we decided to learn a second classifier to predict the
importance of each duplicate image in a set and to pick the one with highest importance
as the best candidate. Similarly to the first prediction model, an SVM has been used as
prediction model. The training set used in this case is restricted only to duplicate images.

As the discussion of the results will show, this kind of decision is actually driven by another
set of features than the original image importance prediction.

Coverage-oriented Photo Selection

The approach for coverage–oriented photo selection also consists of two steps. It first
uses a clustering approach in order to cluster the photos that belong to the same sub-
event in a photo collection. In a second step, photos are selected from each cluster by bal-
ancing predicted photo importance with coverage of the different clusters. Although kept
into account with the Collection-based features in Section 3.2.2, the Coverage dimension
(Section 3.1.2) is dominant and explicitly considered in this photo selection method.

Clustering Approach. We identify sub-events within a collection by clustering images
based on time and the extracted concepts. Based on the outcomes of [36], where image
clustering has been tested using a variety of clustering methods and several image repre-
sentations, we adopted in our experiments the K–means - model vectors (concept detec-
tion confidence score vectors) combination that achieved the best performance. Further-
more, the clustering method in [36] has been slightly modified in order to take into account
the near–duplicate results and make sure that all images of a near duplicate group will be
assigned to the same cluster. In contrast to the common strategy of selecting centroids
from each clusters as candidates for the selection, we don’t take such hard decisions but
we take information about centroids into account as feature in the importance prediction
model.

For capturing sub-events we merge the results of a more semantic clustering based on
concept features with the results of a temporal clustering of the images, giving priority
to the temporal clustering. Figure 11 shows an example of a cluster identified by our
approach.

Photo Selection from Clusters. As mentioned above, the photo selection step has to
balance predicted photo importance and sub–event coverage with each other. In our
approach we experiment two methods to achieve this. The first one is based on the
idea of "round-robin", i.e. visiting each cluster in a round–robin fashion and picking the
photo with the highest predicted importance from it. While also considering predicted
photo importance, because the photo having the highest predicted importance is always
selected from each cluster, this method gives priority to coverage. As an example, in
case the collection contains 10 clusters, the method picks the most important photo from
each cluster, getting in total 10 photos. Subsequently, it repeats this process with the
second most important image from each cluster, continuing until the targeted 20% of the
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Figure 11: Example of a cluster containing four images.

collection is reached.

The second method, which we call "mixed method" is similar to the previous one, but it
takes more photos from bigger clusters. Each cluster is given a number of "placeholders"
in the subsets to be filled, based on its relative size in the collection. For instance, let us
assume that a collection is split into two cluster: cluster A has a relative size of 0.8 and
cluster B of 0.2. Assuming that 10 images have to be selected, then 8 will be taken from
cluster A and 2 from cluster B. Selections within each cluster are always done according
to the predicted importance of the photos (i.e. most important photos first).

Experiments And Results

In this section, we evaluate our proposed approaches to photo selection, and present the
analysis results achieved when using the previously described approach to photo selec-
tion. Besides providing the numeric performances, we extensively discuss and compare
the dominant criteria behind each method, and we map such analysis to the pattern ex-
hibited by humans when making selections.

Experimental Setup. Since the overall goal of our work consists in emulating the human
behaviors in selecting the subsets of photos from a personal collection, we compare the
automatic selections generated by our methods with the ones done by the users. This
is done by measuring the precision of the selections performed by the different methods,
i.e., the fraction of the number of suggested photos that were selected by the users with
respect to the total number of photos in the selection. Since the users were asked to
select the 20% of their collection, we let the methods select the 20% of each collection as
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Figure 12: Average precision in the selected 20% of photos, for different feature sets, when
aggregating near–duplicates.

well. The results presented in the rest of this section are averaged over the 39 collections
that we considered in our work. Note that our baseline method that randomly selects the
20% of each collection would have an average precision equal to 0.2.

The prediction models employed in our methods were built by using the Support Vec-
tor Machine implementation of LibSVM2. In particular, we trained an SVM model with
Gaussian Kernel via 10–fold cross validation over the entire set of photos. The open
parameters were tuned via grid search to C = 1.0, γ = 1.0.

Reduction–oriented Method. The first part of the evaluation focuses on the role of
near–duplicates in personal collections. We analyze how their presence affects both the
performances and decision criteria of the selection. Figure 17 presents the performance
of the first step of the reduction–oriented photo selection. In this case, we aggregate
near–duplicates unifying selection decisions among them. Recall that, during the aggre-
gation, any non-selected photo having a near–duplicate that has been selected is marked
as selected as well stressing the similarity of near–duplicates. This modified collection is
used for training and for testing for the first set of results. Different prediction models have
been trained by using the subsets of the features described before, so that the impact of
different groups of features can be analyzed. Quality and faces features are the ones that
perform worst, individually. For the quality features, this is expected from the results of
the survey and has also already been observed for other photo selection tasks [45]. In
addition, faces features alone also do not seem a very good indicator.

The performances achieved when only using concepts features are clearly better than the
ones of quality and faces features: they are able to capture the semantic content of the
photos, going beyond their superficial aesthetic and quality. Examples of concepts with a
high importance in the model are person, joy, cheering, entertainment, and crowd. The

2http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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Rank Selection of subsets Selection of near-duplicates

1 Near-duplicates of image Entertainment concept in image
2 Avg blur in cluster Contrast in image
3 Similar images Face frequency in near–duplicate set
4 Face frequency in cluster Faces in image
5 Minimum darkness in cluster Noise in image
6 Face frequency in collection Joy concept in image
7 Number of clusters Min contrast in near–duplicate set
8 Person concept in image Near–duplicates of image
9 Faces in image Faces in the center of image
10 Entertainment concept in image Cheering concept in image

Table 2: Most important features for the two different models: importance prediction and
near–duplicate selection.

model trained with the combination of all aforementioned features, denoted image-level
because the feature values are extracted from image level, improves (precision of 0.545)
the performance of using concept features alone. This indicates that leveraging quality
and faces features, and semantic measures, such as, concepts, can better the overall
performance.

If we include global features for each photo representing information about the collection,
the cluster, and the near–duplicate set the image belongs to, we get a comprehensive
set of features, which we call all. The precision of the selection for this model further
increases up to 0.57: this reveals that the decision is also driven by considering general
characteristics of the collection the image belongs to: e.g. number of images, clusters,
average quality of images in the collection and in the same cluster, how many duplicates
for the image there are. Although we use a slightly simplified setting by unifying the dupli-
cates, this are rather promising results given set we work on the pure image information.

Near–duplicate Selection The second and even more challenging problem is making se-
lection decisions among the images belonging to the same near–duplicate set. That is,
for each set of near-duplicated images, we want to predict which are the ones that the
user would select, which even for human users are sometimes difficult. As we already
discussed during the description of our approaches, decisions within each near-duplicate
set are taken via a second classifier. To get deeper insights, we compare the two prob-
lems in terms of the differences in the features that are most important in the respective
prediction models. Table 2 contains the list of top ranked features for the two models,
where the rank is determined by the correlation of the feature with respect to the class
(user selections), computed via χ2 test.

The left-hand column contains the top ranked features for the model used to predict the
selection probability of images after near–duplicate aggregation (see above). It is possible
to observe that most of them represent global information about size, face frequency,
quality of the collection, cluster, and near–duplicate set the image belong to. Interestingly,
the first ranked represents the number of near–duplicates for a given image: this could
represent the behavior of people that take many and similar pictures to what they perceive
as important. In the set there are also a few features at the level of the single image,
representing concepts (person, entertainment) and faces appearing in it. Note that there
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Figure 13: Average precision of the selections done by different methods, making selec-
tions within near–duplicate sets.

are no features representing the quality of single images: the quality–related features in
the list are all global. Considering the feature list on the right-hand side, representing
the most important features for selecting among near–duplicate images, we can note
a different composition. Most of the features only refer to single images, e.g. to the
concepts and faces appearing in them. In particular, the quality aspect is more important
in this case. There are also a couple of features about the near–duplicate set of the
image, which makes sense because when deciding whether to select an image or not the
user might take its near–duplicates into account.

To summarize, this comparison shows that users exhibit two different patterns when se-
lecting photos: (1) they consider all the images of a collection when selecting a subset of it
without pay much attention to their quality, and (2) in case of duplicated images they make
decisions based on the content and quality of the single images. Mapping the results to
the user surveys. They said that they pay attention to the coverage aspect, the semantic
("the photo contains something important"), and the presence of people when selecting
the photos. This is confirmed by the analysis of the first selection. However, when they
have to make decisions between similar photos (second selection) they consider other
criteria.

Overall performance Figure 13 shows the performance of the reduction-oriented methods,
when we combine the two previously described steps, prediction with near–duplicate ag-
gregation and near–duplicate selection. Actually, Figure 13 shows the average precision
of the selection done by all the differen methods considered. The reduction–oriented
method is the best performing one in the comparison, confirming the intuition that the
process of selecting a subset of photos from a collection and the one of identifying which
near–duplicate to select are driven by different criteria and should be addressed as sepa-
rated challenges. In line with the results reported in Figure 17, concepts and all features
lead to improvements with respect to quality and faces features. However, further re-
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search effort has to be spent in order to bridge the gap between these results and the
ones achieved when aggregating near–duplicates.

Finally, we also analyzed the performance of the reduction-oriented method for the photo
collections of individual users. We observed a considerable amount of fluctuations in
the results obtained for individual collections. For instance, the average results for the
reduction–oriented method (with global features) of 0.36 had a standard deviation of
0.144, with individual results above 0.6 for 10% of the collection and below 0.2 for an-
other 10%. This suggests that there is room for improvements by adapting the general
model to the user preferences.

Item-oriented Method. Figure 13 also shows the results for the item-oriented method.
The item-oriented method represents the situation where the selection process does not
consider aggregation of near–duplicates: the first prediction model is used to assign a se-
lection probability to each single image, and the 20% with highest probability is eventually
selected. Two separate experiments have been conducted by including only image-level
features in the model, as well as all features. The reason of the split is that all features
already consider near–duplicate information to some extent.

Regarding the item-oriented method, it is possible to observe that the exploitation of
global information in the all set leads to an improvement because such features contain
information about the presence of near–duplicates in the collections, although they are
not separately handled like in the case of the reduction–oriented approach. Overall, the
performance of the item-oriented is better than the performance of the coverage-oriented
approach, but worse than the reduction-oriented approach.

Coverage-oriented Method. The last part of the discussion consists in an analysis of
the role of coverage in the selection process. The coverage-oriented approach handles
grouping of related photos via the identification of image clusters, each one potentially
representing a sub-event in the collection. Although coverage emerged from the surveys
as one of the most important criteria for the users, the coverage–oriented methods does
not perform especially well in our experiments. Actually it is the worst performing of the
three analyzed methods. Both methods applied for selecting images from the clusters,
mixed and round–robin, expose a similar performance

There are different possible reasons for this discrepancy and the not so strong perfor-
mance of the coverage based approach. It is interesting to analyze this in some more
detail, because there are several methods that exploit clustering as part of photo selec-
tion tasks [40, 37]. Firstly, there might be a discrepancy between the perceived and the
applied selection criteria. Secondly, there might also be a difference between the clus-
ters generated automatically and the users’ perceptions of sub-events. A third aspect to
consider is that not all the clusters might be important for the users. Within a collection,
there might be photos from a sub-event that the user either simply does not like or con-
siders less important than others. As to be expected, only for a few clusters (7.3%) all
images of the cluster are selected.However, for a considerable part of the clusters (43%)
no images were selected at all. Given these statistics, the selection done by any pure
coverage–based method that picks an equal number of images from each cluster will
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contain at least 43% of not selected images. One possible solution of this problem might
be a ranking of clusters.

3.2.3 Insights from the Study

This section summarizes the main insights obtained in this work, both from the user study
(Section 3.2.1) and the automatic methods for photo selection (Section 3.2.2). We also
compare them with respect to the preservation value dimension defined in Section 3.1.2.

From the results of the automatic methods for photo selection, quality and faces features
are the ones that perform worst. For the quality features, this was already expected from
the results of the survey, revealing that the Quality dimension is not of primary importance
for preservation in personal scenarios. The faces class of features alone also was not a
very good indicator, although the presence of importance people was rated as highly
important in the survey. The introduction of more powerful processing techniques like
face clustering, to know who is actually appearing in the photos, might help in making this
class of features more discriminative.

Since a wide part of the state of the art methods for photo selection and summarization
[41, 40, 11, 37] considers clustering and/or coverage as primary concept for generat-
ing selections and summaries, we clustered photos and compared clustering results with
human selections. Moreover, the event coverage criterion considered in the user sur-
vey, representable through clustering, has been identified as important during our study
(Section 3.2.1). These high expectations on the Coverage dimension were not confirmed
by the experiments, which showed that emphasizing coverage by selecting images fairly
from each cluster did not achieve better results than predicting the importance of single
images alone. In our opinion, one of the main pitfalls of applying clustering to emulate
human selections for long-term preservation is that not all the clusters might be important
for the users. There might be photos from a sub-event that the user either simply does not
like or considers less important than others. Given the highest expectations in the Cover-
age dimension, we plan to further investigate how to incorporate clustering and coverage
in our photo selection methods.

3.3 Preservation Value in Social Media

Preservation of human generated content in social media is another scenario in which we
investigate a conceptual model for Preservation Value. In our study we take into account
the different dimensions of the preservation value by using not only the content itself but
also different types of features for the popularity of the content as well as the social graph
and the relationship of the persons relevant to the content. A preliminary study of our
analysis was presented in D3.2 together with the first data analysis. In this deliverable
we present a larger user study and deeper analysis of the new collected data, which
especially focused more on the temporal aspect of the ratings collected from the users
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for Facebook content of different types. More crucially our new work doesn’t stop at the
analysis of the data. Rather we use a training set for learning to rank memorable posts
based on an extensive set of features. Building models for ranking users is not covered in
the D3.2. Finally, by applying feature selection method and evaluating their performance
for the ranking models, we also identify a compact yet effective set of core features that
are most helpful in ranking memorable posts. This is also a new aspect which is not
covered in D3.2.

User Study

In order to better understand human expectations and build a ground truth of memorable
social network posts, we set up a user study on top of the Facebook platform. The main
goal of this evaluation was to collect participants’ opinions regarding retention preferences
for their own Facebook posts, shares and updates for Facebook posts from different time
periods.

Evaluation

For facilitating the participation, we prepared an intuitive evaluation in a form of Facebook
apps. The setup and first data analysis for a preliminary evaluation have already been
described in D3.2. In order to participate, users have to log in with their Facebook cre-
dentials and grant the app the permissions to access some of the participant’s Facebook
information, such as, profiles, timeline, and friendship connections. After that, participants
were presented with a running list of their posts.

In the study, each participant had to judge their own posts on a 5-point Likert scale an-
swering the following question: Which posts do you think are relevant and worth keeping
for the future needs? Once a post is rated using 5 points starting from 0 (irrelevant)
to 4 (extremely relevant), it fades out providing more space for posts to scroll up. The
evaluation interface of a single post contains information about its author, creation date,
description, image, etc.

We asked participants to judge about 100 to 200 of their posts. It is important to note that
we are not judging participant’s memory skills, but instead we are collecting their personal
opinions. Due to that, we presented participants’ posts in a chronological order starting
from the latest. In this case, for more active users, 100 posts may date back to just a few
days, reaching up to months for less active ones.

In order to not only get ratings for the most recent posts shown to users (as it can be
biased in displaying posts), we picked starting time points differently among participants
in our user study. We defined three distinct groups of participants with respect to the
recency of the posts they evaluated. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of
the groups at the beginning of evaluation (according to his/her Facebook id). Participants
in Group 1 (recent) were assigned to evaluate posts starting from the most recent ones
(February 2014) in their timelines. Participants in Group 2 (mid-term) were assigned to
evaluate posts starting from January 2011 and back to this date. Finally, Group 3 (long-
term) received posts from January 2009 and before (if available). This results in rated
posts spanning from 2007 to 2014.
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We took extra care regarding the participants’ privacy and to comply with Facebook’s
Platform Policies3. First of all, the data collected will not be disclosed to third parties. The
data cached represent the minimal amount of required information for the experiments
and we avoided analyzing the content itself. If a participant deletes the evaluation app,
her cached data is removed from our servers.

Evaluation Results & Data Analysis

In the following, we describe our dataset collected from the user study and give an
overview analysis. The study was performed between the second week of November
2013 and the third week of February 2014. We had 41 participants, 24 males and 17 fe-
males, with age ranging from 23 to 39 years old. In total, there are 8494 evaluated posts.
Additionally, once the users provided us authorization to access their data, we were able
to collect general numbers that help us to depict the general use of Facebook social net-
work. From 2008 to 2014, on the average, there are about 30 to 100 posts annotated per
year and user. For 2007, only 3 participants evaluated posts, thus we discarded posts
from this year for most of the analysis.

Facebook defines seven types of posts, namely, link, checkin, offer, photo, question, swf
and video. This basically describes the type of content that is attached to a post. In
the dataset, we found the following distribution among these categories: 42.5% of evalu-
ated posts consists of status updates, followed by shared links (33%), photos (19%) and
videos (4%). We disregarded swf, offer and checkin types, which do not have sufficient
occurrences to be significant. We also investigated the distribution of different content
types over years. Our observation is that there is a clear increase in the use of videos
and photos over time. Several factors help us to explain this change in behavior. First,
the catch up of broadband connection allowed users to quickly upload large amounts of
data (photos and videos). Second, the dissemination of smart phones with embedded
cameras played an important role. Nowadays, anyone can quickly take a snapshot and
upload it on the Web. Statistics from photo sharing website Flickr4 show that the most
used cameras are, by far, embedded smart phone cameras5. The rate of links and status
information changes over years, however, there is no clear trend seen.

In addition, the second characterizing field (so-called status_type) defines predefined ac-
tions taken by the user. For example, the type ‘photo’ can have status_ type ‘added_photos’,
‘tagged_in_photo’, or ‘shared_story’. Due to space limitation, we left out the analysis of
these types, nevertheless, we use these features in our experiments. The distribution of
ratings in the full dataset shows a clear dominance (57%) of irrelevant posts (with rating
0). This is followed by 16% of posts with rating 1; 13% with rating 2; 8% with rating 3
and 6% of top-rated posts (with rating 4). This results in an average rating of 0.92 with
standard deviation 1.58 and variance 1.26.

When looking into the individual content types, we found out that photos have the highest
average rating of 1.94 followed by videos with an average rating of 1.27. The average

3https://developers.facebook.com/policy/
4http://www.flickr.com
5http://www.flickr.com/cameras
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Figure 14: Average Ratings by Content Type.

ratings of status updates (0.71) and links (0.54) are much lower suggesting a dominating
role of photos and videos for memorable posts.

Besides other features relevant for identifying memorable posts, we are interested in the
role of time in deciding about content retention, i.e., whether older content on the average
is rated lower than more recent content. For this purpose, we analyzed the dependency
between content ratings and the age of content. In Figure 15, the dash line shows the
average rating for the different years of content creation.

The image shows a clear trend where participants in the evaluation assigned higher rat-
ings to more recent posts. This is in line with the idea of a decay function underlying the
content retention model. The decrease in the average rating with growing age of content
is especially steep in the first year (2013/2014). However, we also see an increase in the
rating values in 2008, where we leave this for further investigation. In Figure 15 (solid
lines), we see the development of the average ratings for individual content types (videos
have only been included started in 2010 because the number of videos in the dataset
before 2010 is very small). Once more, we observe an increase of ratings for the most
recent content. However, we also see very high average ratings for older photos (older
than 5 years). Thus, we assume that seeing these older (already forgotten) photos again
caused some positive surprise, which resulted in higher ratings. This perception would
support the idea of creating Facebook summaries for reminiscence. However, this still
would require further investigation, since unfortunately only a rather small number of pho-
tos was available for rating in 2008 and thus the observation is only based on a rather
small data set.

For analysing the temporal behavior in more detail, Figure 16 shows the distribution (ratio)
of ratings 0 to 4 among the content categories over years (content age). Besides the
dominance of content rated as irrelevant (blue line, rating 0), we can see a clear decrease
of content rated as irrelevant for the more recent content. Accordingly there is an increase
of content rated relevant, which is shown in the doted green line as an aggregation of
content rated from 1 to 4. An increase of positively rated can especially be seen for
content rated as very relevant (red line, rating 4), which increases its rating by a factor of
4 from 5 percent to about 20 percent between 2010 and 2014. Figure 16 also supports
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Figure 15: Observed average ratings for increasing content age (the dash line), and the
average ratings for individual content types over increasing content age (solid
lines).

Figure 16: Distribution of the ratings per content types over years.
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the idea of a decay function (forgetting) when assessing the memorability of older posts.

On Facebook, users are able to comment or like a particular post. Comments are a very
common feature on the Web. Any user (with a required permission) is able to express her
opinion on the subject. Like is a particular feature of Facebook where users vote to show
their appreciation on a given post. Both actions have a limited audience that is imposed
by the author of the original post. In the most common case (default setup), a user’s post
is visible for her network of friends, and those are the ones that are able to comment and
like the post. Our first analysis of results already suggests that the average number of
comments and average number of likes for the evaluated posts have an impact on the
rating of the post: the higher the number of likes and number of comments, the higher the
rating.

From these statistics, one can deduce first ideas for determining features that have a high
impact in the identification of memorable posts. Roughly speaking, recent photos with
high number of likes and high number of comments, seems to be the best evidence.

Qualitative Feedback

To further complement our user studies, we asked the participants to fill a short survey
in order to give us qualitative feedback to understand people’s Facebook habits. All par-
ticipants stated that the main use of Facebook is for communication, 83% claimed using
Facebook in private life matters and 50% for business. Additionally, 58% of the partici-
pants claimed to use Facebook as a personal archive.

Regarding this preservation aspect, half of the participants claimed to have deleted (at
least once) older posts. Almost 74% of the participants also stated that they have removed
their tag (once or more) associated to a particular picture. Interestingly, when asked if
they ‘care’ about their profiles and timelines, only 50% answered yes, contradicting with
the fact that they sometimes ‘clean’ their profiles.

To summarize this section, we performed a user study in order to collect a ground truth
for memorable posts. The primary data analyzes show that most of the posts ( 60%) are
considered expendable and, temporal aspects have significant impact on memorability
perception. In this light, in the following sections we present a series of experiments in
order to empirically uncover the best features that identify memorable items.

Features for Retention

The annotated dataset provides the basis for building models for ranking memorable
blocks, as well as the feature selection experiments, which allow identifying a compact
core feature set for the task at hand.

For capturing factors that might influence retention decisions of users, we compiled a
broad set of 139 features. They can be categorized in 5 groups: temporal, social interac-
tions, content-based, privacy, and network. The inclusion of temporal features is inspired
by the idea that retention preferences are influenced by a decay function as it was also
confirmed by the data analysis in the previous section.
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For temporal features, we consider the temporal aspect of the post in terms of creation
date, age, and lifetime. While age is the time between the evaluation and creation date,
i.e., the time the post was created, lifetime is measuring the active time of a post starting
at the time it was created to the last update. We also use variants of the age feature,
which use the time of the last update and the time of the last commenting, respectively,
instead of the creation time.

The social features capture core signals of social interaction in a Social Web applica-
tion, covering the features that are typically used in Facebook analysis: number of likes
(No.Likes), number of comments (No.Comments), and number of shares (No.Shares).

The next group of features are content-based features. We use the type of post and some
specific meta data about the post. This is based on the content-based features offered by
Facebook and includes, for example, features such as status type, type, hasLink, hasIcon,
and app type etc. We map each categorical feature (like status type) to multiple binary
features. To respect user privacy and the privacy policies, the only text-based feature in
our set is the length of text included in posts and comments. In other words, we do not
utilize the textual content of posts.

The privacy features are based on the privacy options offered by Facebook, which are
used to restrict the access to a post to a particular set of user.

Furthermore, for each post we compute standard network measures, such as, cluster
coefficient, density, diameter, path-length and modularity. The network features are ex-
tracted from the network of all users involved in a post, and also on the networks of likes
and comments.

We also use a personalized normalization (Pers.) for the social and network features
based on the average values of the collections of individual users. This better adapts
the features to the individual characteristics and behavior of individual users. Including
the normalized version of the features, we use 5 temporal, 6 social features, 47 content-
based, 13 privacy, and 68 network features. The number of network features is relatively
high since we analyze the typical network features for the different types of social graphs
that are implied by Facebook interactions separately (e.g., likes, messages, and com-
ments), and also include a normalized version of each of these features.

Learning Models for Ranking with Feature Selection

Based on the candidate features, our goal here is ranking a user’s posts to identify the
most memorable ones as it is a crucial stage for various interesting applications, such
as constructing targeted summaries. To this end, we adopt strategies from web search
domain, where machine-learned rankers are heavily investigated and, as far as we know,
incorporated into commercial search engines [28]. If we make an analogy, a user in
our case corresponds to a query in the search setup, and user’s posts correspond to
the documents retrieved for the query. During the training stage, for a given user u, we
construct an m−dimensional feature vector F for each post of this user, and augment the
vector with the label r assigned to this post (obviously, labels are the ratings collected
in the user study, after a mapping to 0-4 range as the posts rated as 1 are not at all
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considered memorable). For the testing, we feed vectors in the form of < u, F > to
the learnt model for each user in the test set; and the model outputs a ranked list of
posts for each user. We evaluate the success of the ranking using a typical metric from
the literature, namely, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), which is a rank
sensitive metric that take into account graded labels. We report NDCG scores at the
cut-off values of {5, 10, 15, 20}.

In the experiments, we employ a well-known algorithm, namely RankSVM, from learning-
to-rank literature [22]. Instead of single data instances, RankSVM considers the pairs of
instances (posts of a user, in our case) while building a model. We apply leave-one-out
cross validation due to our relatively small dataset including 41 users participated in the
user study described above.

Figure 17 reveals the performance of RankSVM for ranking posts using all the proposed
features. As a baseline, we also train a model using three basic social features, namely,
the number of likes, comments and shares. We choose the latter features for the baseline
ranker as they are the most intuitive popularity signals in social web and very likely to
be involved in practical applications, such as the Facebook’s post ranking applications
discussed before. The results show that the proposed features are actually very useful,
and using these features for training a ranker yields relative effectiveness improvement
of up to 26 percent in comparison to the baseline ranker trained with the basic social
features (i.e., compare the first and last bars for each metric in Figure 17).

The next question we address is: Can we identify a subset of the proposed features that
has the highest impact in ranking memorable posts? While feature selection methods are
widely applied for various classification tasks, only a few works have investigated their
performance in a learning-to-rank framework [20, 15, 16]. Here, we adopt two filtering-
type approaches: In the first approach, so-called TOP, we use each feature on its own to
rank the posts of the users, and then choose top-N features with highest effectiveness
in terms of the NDCG@10 scores [15]. Secondly, we adopt the so-called GAS (Greedy
search Algorithm of Feature Selection) introduced by Geng et al. [20]. In GAS, we again
compute each feature’s isolated effectiveness, but additionally, we also compute pairwise
feature similarity, i.e., to what extent the top-10 rankings generated by two different fea-
tures correlate. To compute the similarity of two ranked lists, we use Kendall’s Tau metric.
Then, the feature selection proceeds in a greedy manner as follows: In each iteration,
first the feature with the highest effectiveness score is selected. Next, all other features’
effectiveness scores are discounted with their similarity to the already selected feature.
The algorithm stops when it reaches the required number of features, N .We experiment
for all possible values of N , from 1 to 138 (as N = 139 is the case with all features), and
evaluate the performance. Figure 17 also demonstrates that feature selection with TOP
strategy (for the best-performing value of N , which is found to be 41) cannot outperform
models trained with all available features. However, using GAS strategy and with only 30
features we can achieve the same effectiveness as using all 139 features (i.e., compare
the third and last bars for each metric in Figure 17).

For this latter case, we analyze the features selected by GAS in each fold to identify the
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Figure 17: Effectiveness of ranking general

most promising features for the task of ranking posts. As the absolute value of the weights
assigned to features by the RankSVM model (built using a linear kernel) can reflect the
importance of features [9], we average these absolute values for the features appearing in
the learnt model in each fold. Table 3 shows the features with the highest average scores
in the models built after feature selection with GAS.

We see that the most discriminative features cover all four feature categories except the
privacy. Regarding top-10 features in the list, content-based and social categories, with 4
and 3 features respectively, are the most influential ones. We also observe that features
that are adapted to the behavior pattern of individual users such as pers.no.likes play
an important role for ranking memorable posts. Interestingly, the feature content type is
outperformed by the feature status type. Our explanation is that status type can be con-
sidered as a refined form of content type, which captures what has been done with the
content (e.g. ’added photo’). This more fine grained information has proven to be more
important for the ranking task than the information on the content type alone. Network
features computed from the graphs in the social network have less impact for the char-
acterization of memorable posts. And finally, the temporal feature age is also among the
top-10 features, a finding in line with our earlier claims on the relationship of the time and
human retention preferences.

In Figure 17, we present the results of the ranking posts. Our results are encouraging
in that, even in a relatively small setup with 41 users in total, the personalized approach
improves the NDCG@5 and NDCG@15 scores in comparison to using a single ranking
model (i.e., compare the first and last bars in the figure for each metric). Finally, we
also experimented with feature selection in this setup, where we applied Top-N and GAS
strategies. In Figure 17, we only report the results for the better performing GAS strategy.
It turns out that, feature selection using GAS strategy is outperforming the basic social
features significantly, denoted with ? in Figure 17, as well as the set of all features for
NDCG@10, NDCG@15, and NDCG@20.
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Table 3: Best features selected by GAS. The core social features (baseline) denoted by *.

Category Feature Weight
content-base Pers.Length Description 1.676
social No.Shares* 1.190
social Pers.No.Shares 0.471
social No.Likes* 0.453
network Overlap.No.Friends (all) 0.392
content-base Status_Type 0.329
temporal age (created time) 0.327
content-base Pers.Length.Story 0.326
network Cluser Coefficient 0.320
content-base Length Message 0.269
social Pers.No.Likes 0.260
content-base APP_Type 0.259
content-base hasMessage 0.200
content-base Length Story 0.199
content-base hasDescription 0.167
content-base hasStory 0.151
content-base Type 0.140
content-base Length Comments 0.140
content-base Pers.Length Message 0.115
temporal CreatedTime 0.112
network Density (all) 0.091
social Pers.No.Comments 0.065
content-base Length Description 0.063
network Overlap.No.Friends (likes) 0.059
network Pathlength (like) 0.023
network Overlap.No.Friends (tagged) 0.009
social No.Comments* 0.006
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4 Policy-based Preservation

As already discussed in the previous sections, high flexibility is required, when dealing
with memory buoyancy and preservation value. Especially, when exploiting those values
and when basing decisions upon them, a variety of preservation settings and preferences
have to be supported. Therefore, in the ForgetIT project, we complement the machine
learning-based approach for deriving memory buoyancy and preservation value from ob-
served evidences with a policy-based solution, which enables the user (or organization)
to customize preservation strategies according to their needs.

Policies (implemented in terms of rules) can be used for different purposes in our preser-
vation framework: (a) they can be used for mapping the actual computed numeric values
for memory buoyancy and preservation value to semantic categories (see figure 4 for
an example mapping for the preservation values) and (b) in a second step they can be
used for deciding upon actual forgetting actions such as archival, summarization, level of
contextualization, etc.

In this section, we focus on the foundations for the policy framework, its computational
framework and on option (a) i.e. mapping the raw values to semantic labels in a cus-
tomized fashion leaving the actual decision about the action upon the semantic label to th
respective application. Work on option (b) for the mapping is left to the next version of the
policy framework.

4.1 Conceptual Model

The starting point of our conceptual model of the policy framework are preservation
scenarios, i.e., the general setting, in which the preservation decisions are taken. Exam-
ple preservation scenarios are ”management of private photo collections”, ”management
of personal professional document collections in a project context” and ”management of
press releases in a content management system”. A preservation scenario is defined by
the types of documents considered, the purpose and tasks related to the documents and
the more general context such as organizational vs. personal preservation. Applications
using the PoF framework will typically focus on one (or a small set of related) preser-
vation scenario. There are, however, also applications such as the Semantic Desktop,
which target different types of preservation scenarios such ”as management of private
photo collections” and ”management of personal professional document collections in a
project context”

Different preservation scenarios require different ways of dealing with forgetting and preser-
vation, in order to reflect the special characteristics and requirements of the respective
preservation scenario. Therefore, for each preservation scenario supported by an appli-
cation forgetting policies are pre-defined that can be customized by the user. (Obviously,
it is not desirable that such rule sets are built from scratch by the user.) As a further step
of abstraction it is envisioned to organize possible policy options into more fundamental
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forgetting strategies, which enables the user to chose from a small set of fundamental
approaches for preservation such as a conservative approach vs. a more deliberate and
focused approach. The strategy selection, would then be translated into a set of policies
that can be further customized by the user.

Hence, the preservation policy framework is organized into four areas: the high-level layer
of preservation scenarios and the orthogonal forgetting strategies, which are together
mapped to a customizable set of forgetting policies, which are in turn mapped to one or
more sets of rules, which implement the respective policies.

As a foundation for the definition of policies in terms of rules a policy vocabulary is
required, which enables the expression of rules in terms of relevant concepts. In more
detail, for the ForgetIT policy framework, the policy vocabulary consists of the following
parts:

Raw forgetting values These are the values for memory buoyancy and preservation
value as they are computed using the evidences learned from the application con-
texts. In the rules they are uses as the starting points for the mappings to preserva-
tion categories;

Preservation categories These are semantic categories expressed in terms of category
labels, which the forgetting values are to be mapped to. Example labels are ”gold”.
”silver”and bronze for the preservation value. Their main purpose is to give mean-
ing to the raw forgetting value, thus easing decision taking upon the value in the
respective application.

Domain concepts A core building block of the formulation of forgetting policies are rele-
vant domain concepts typically encapsulated into a data model of the domain. This
might include relevant roles of persons, document types (including semantic doc-
ument types such as ’agenda”, domain events (such as ”closing of a project”) and
in more general, all relevant kinds of resource properties and relationships. These
domain concepts are used to express rules, which do not treat all resources in the
same way. It, for example, enables to express a rule like ”never delete emails from
the boss”.

Forgetting actions These are actions, which can be performed based on preservation
categories. As already mentioned above the definition of forgetting actions is cur-
rently left to the respective application.

The rules defined based on the policy vocabulary are organized into policy-specific rule
sets. In addition to those rule sets the system will also contain sets of more generic meta-
rules, which help in the implementation of the policies. This, for example, includes rules
for conflict-resolution.
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4.2 Computational Framework

From the computational perspective, there are many ways to implement a policy frame-
work and integrate it into an information space (personal or organizational). One widely
accepted solution in enterprises is Business Rule Management System (BRMS)6, a soft-
ware system that enables specifying, analyzing, executing and deploying logical rules
used within different units of an organization. In ForgetIT, we inherit the BRM models
partially, and adapt them for our preservation scenarios. The re-use and adaptation of
BRM model has many benefits. BRMS is a well-established approach in information
systems management and databases, especially in enterprise resource planning (ERP)
area. This makes the policy component in ForgetIT easier to adopt for organizations. In
addition, there are several open-source BRMS solutions widely adopted in industry (as
well as in academics) such as Drools, OpenRules, BaseVISOR, etc. In ForgetIT, our pol-
icy framework is developed using Drools7, one of the most popular BRMS open-source
framework developed in Java. While Drools targets a full-fledged, end-to-end business
rule management with several software components, including an integrated develop-
ment environment (IDE) for software developers, in ForgetIT, we only make use (with
adaptations) of the following components, which are relevant to our policy framework:

• Drools Expert: This is a rule engine based on the RETE [19], a common pattern-
matching algorithm for implementing logical rules in production systems. In ForgetIT,
we run the RETE algorithm via Drools Expert API to execute rules and identify
conflicts, and develop a simple conflict resolution based on some meta rules (see
Rules Repository, 4.2).

• Drools Workbench: This is a web-based application to enable humans to specify
and manage rules using graphical editors (called Drools Guided Rule Editor). In For-
getIT, we re-use the Drools Workbench and simplify its interfaces for organizational
preservation scenarios.

Figure 18 sketches the essential components of a typical business rule management
system, and how it is supposed to be integrated with other components, as is advised
through an agile development process [6, 2]. Although this architecture is heavily tailored
towards enterprise settings, we will adapt each component to match the requirements of
our policy framework as discussed below.

Rules Repository

This is the core of a BRMS, and also of our policy framework. It keeps all rules in a
centralized place for the rule engine to be able to identify conflicts, to execute and de-
rive information or new facts. In our policy framework, rules can be human-specified or
inferred from user’s preferences, and are grouped in different rule sets, which implement
forgetting policies. One rule set usually corresponds to the forgetting policies within one

6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_rule_management_system
7http://www.drools.org/
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Figure 18: Architecture of a desired Policy-based Framework8from BRMS perspective

preservation scenario (for instance, rules for preserving personal documents at work),
but a preservation scenario can have more than one rule set (for instance, each type of
user preference has one set of rules, see Authorship below). The grouping of rules into
different sets allows the managed forgettor to load only relevant rule sets to execute in a
specific preservation scenario, hence keeping the reasoning complexity and responding
time of the web services low.

Besides the domain-specific rule sets, we also store common rules that are shared and
can be applied in all preservation scenarios (personal or organizational). These are called
meta rules. For instance, the rules used to resolve the conflicts between different rule sets
will be stored as the meta rules.

Drools stores its rules in a centralized repository built by the JBoss Guvnor 9 - an SOA
repository management tool written in Java. Rules that are edited via Drools Workbench
are output as text files with .drl extension. In ForgetIT, we use a relational database
(MySQL) to store references to these rule files (i.e., location of the corresponding arti-
facts in the Guvnor repository). The database also stores the meta rules, the mappings
between rules and the rule sets, and the mappings between the rule sets and forgetting
policies in support of preservation scenarios.

Authorship: Within a preservation scenario, rules are associated with users or user groups.
In personal scenarios, the user can specify her preferences, each linked with a separate
rule set. She can customize or add her own rule set. In organization scenarios, each unit

9https://developer.jboss.org/wiki/Guvnor
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in an enterprise can have its own policies. For instance, upon the closure of a project, an
administration group can have different policy towards preserving documents from a tech-
nical group. Hence, our rules repository organizes preservation scenarios into different
author groups (users or organizational units), and assigns each group with a rule set.

Business Application

The business application consumes business rules to perform its functions and features,
and delivers the results either directly to users or to other applications / components. In
our case, the business applications correspond to the two components in the managed
forgettor, which compute the memory buoyancy and preservation values. After using
machine learning algorithms to assess the values, these two systems will call the decision
service (policy framework) to map and adjust the values based on information about user
preferences, organization policies, contexts, etc.

Data Source

The data source stores data items used and generated within the business applications.
In our case, the data source can be personal documents of a semantic desktop using
the PIMO model, or resources in a TYPO3-based system. The data model of items (i.e.
structures of the data schema and their relationships) is defined using POJO standard and
imported into the Rules Repository, so that the rule management system (Drools Work-
bench) can understand the rules and load the rule set properly to the editors. Each item
has two label fields to store the MB and PV values as results of the policy framework. For
each label, the data source stores the timestamp of when the label was assigned to the
item, so that it can identify out-dated labels and trigger the re-computation if necessary.

Decision Service

The decision service component provides service for applying rules in the managed for-
getting components (memory buoyancy and preservation value assessors). This forms
the core computation unit of our policy framework. Upon requests from the business
applications, the decision service queries the data store and returns the labels of items
(preservation categories for MB and PV). It will send the computation / re-computation
requests to the Rule Server in some of the following cases:

• The labels are not available, i.e. the information assessment (MB or PV) is not
performed yet on the item.

• The labels are available only through the machine learning process, not yet checked
against human-defined policies.

• The labels were assigned to the item too long (i.e. after the assignment items meta-
data gets updated) and subject to be out-dated.
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The Rule Server is responsible for applying rules to items on demand and output the
corresponding preservation categories. It first finds the applicable rule sets for the items,
based on the current preservation scenario (and customized set of policies) and on the
context / meta-data of the items, and create a session for applying the rules (in Drools, it
is called knowledge session). In one knowledge session, the Rule Server creates a rule
engine instance via Drools Expert API. The rule engine fires all the rules in the rule sets
against the data of the items and generate the labels. If it detects any conflict in applying
the rules, resulting in more than one labels for an item, the rule engine informs the Rule
Server about the need for conflict resolution. The Rule Server then loads the meta rules
and uses them to resolve the conflicts. If a conflict cannot be resolved, it sends the error
messages back to the decision service, which can then decide to halt the computation or
to forward the messages to the business application.

Integrated Development Environment

The integrated development environment (IDE) is a component in a BRMS that allows
software developers to query, handle rules directly from the rules repository. It also sup-
ports debugging the rules in the presence of conflicts, via some visualization tools (such
as Drools Eclipse Plugin). In our policy framework, this is not the focus, thus we skip this
component.

Rule Management Application

The rule management application allows rule experts in an organization to analyze and
manage all rules from the rules repository. An expert, once granted permissions to the
repository, can use the management application to access all authorized preservation
scenarios and rule sets, which implement forgetting policies. Figure 19 illustrates the
main features of a web-based rule management application using Drools Workbench.
The expert manages the model in two levels: Administration and Scenario Management.
The Administration allows defining and managing the common configurations such as or-
ganization units (or author groups), URI of the rules repository, or monitoring activities log
of the other experts accessing the same repository. The Scenario Management enables
defining and configuring a new preservation scenario, specify the relevant data models
for the scenario, as well as creating plocies in terms of rule sets for different organization
units and editing rules using graphical or plain-text interfaces.

Figure 20 shows an example graphical interface for one rule using Drools Guided Rule
Editor. Once the data model, which encapsulates the relevant domain concepts, has been
specified and the rules repository has been connected, the editor can read rules from
.drl files in the repository, and use the data model to visualize the rules in the editor,
with all available fields of the related schema. The expert can use the interactive dialog to
modify the rules, or create a new rule from the available schema (policy vocabulary). He
or she can also write the rules directly in Drools Rule Language format [1]. After editing
the rule, the expert can validate the rules using “Validate” button on the top right of the
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Figure 19: Screenshot of the Rule Management Application - Home Screen

editor screen. Finally, the expert invokes the “Deployment” feature on the top banner of
the management screen (Figure 19) to deploy the rule set into the rules repository.

User Preference Acceptor and Translator

The BRMS architecture addresses the traditional scenarios in enterprise business. To
use them in personal preservation scenarios, where the users typically have little knowl-
edge about a business rule work flow, we add a new component named “user preference
acceptor and translator” as in Figure 18. The main purpose of this component is to enable
users to specify - in a user-friendly way - their preferences for preserving their personal
documents in some restricted preservation scenarios (such as digital photo preservation),
and to map these preferences into a predefined rule set.

4.3 Case Study: Personal Professional Preservation Scenario

As a case study, we investigated the component features in the professional personal
asset scenario, where the goal is to decide which of the personal assets (documents)
used at work to be preserved. This includes various types of assets such as minutes
and presentations created and used for professional tasks and for professional events
(such as business meetings, project closure, etc.). Figure 21 shows the domain concepts
relevant for policy definition in terms of a data model used in this scenario. The most
important concepts are:

• Person This concept defines the persons involved in the professional events in dif-
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Figure 20: Screenshot of the Rule Management Application - Rule Editor

ferent roles (project manager, administrator, secretaries, etc.) and who are authors
or related to some digital resources

• Document This is the main asset to be preserved. There are three types of doc-
uments targeted in the scenario: Images, Files (text documents, Office files, etc.)
and Emails. Each document has one person as the author and can be accessed by
or shared with other persons.

• Collection Documents are grouped into collections. The preservation rules can be
applied to individual documents, or to the entire collection.

• Task Each document at work is associated with some business or personal tasks
(for example, for a meeting, or for bookmarking a trip information, etc.).

• Project In this scenario, persons work in different projects (finished or ongoing).

• Topic Besides Tasks, documents are also linked to some high-level topics as an-
other organizing dimension. For instance, an email can have topics such as admin-
istration, business trip, and so on.

• Event This concept defines the business events in which persons participate in. For
example, a project meeting is a business event. Event takes place in some Loca-
tions, and can be linked to some collections, such as a photo collection capturing
the social event of the project meeting, etc.

The data model hast to be imported into the rules repository for the rule engine to be
able to execute the rules. On the other hand, based on this data model, we can define
beforehand a number of fixed rule sets encoding different preservation policies. These
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Figure 21: Data Model capturing relevant domain concepts for personal professional
preservation scenario

sets are derived from on the surveys conducted in Work package 2 and 10 for photo
preservation and TYPO3 preservation scenarios, respectively. Then, from the user profile
(specified in the registration step), the system maps to the most appropriate rule set using
fixed mapping strategies. The rule engine is used to fire these rule sets against the user’s
data to label the items, as mentioned above. These labels are displayed in a graphical
interface to the user for correction. The user can also edit the rules directly if she needs
to adapt the rules for her purpose.
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5 System Prototypes

This section presents two system prototypes in support of long-term preservation for two
applications, i.e., photo summarization and timeline summarization in social media.

5.1 Photo Summarization and Selection for Preservation

A desktop application, described in D9.3, has been developed to assist users in browsing
their collections and selecting sub sets of them for long term preservation. Since it is also
endowed with the selection approach described in Section 3.2, we summarize the behav-
ior of the application in the followings with the aim of showing how our photo selection
component has been plugged in it.

The application allows the user to import her own collections, obtain automatic selections,
revise them, and finally store the selected photos for long term preservation. Two back-
end components are available to the user: a photo summarisation component, developed
within the context of WP4, and our photo selection component whose behavior has been
described in Section 3.2. These components are all available as alternative options, which
the user can compare and choose for the final selections. The selection automatically
generated for the current collection can be revised by the user, who can either remove
selected photos or add not selected photos. Once the user is done with editing, the
finally selected images are stored for long term preservation. Moreover, the feedback
that the user gave by revising the automatically generated selection is sent back to our
components, and used to update the selection model. Assuming a sufficient number of
selections iteratively done by the same user, the model would be able to adapt to the
particular preferences of the user and, in turn, to improve the goodness of the selections.
Given the availability of user feedback, different strategies can be investigated to update
the model. Currently, the update of the model is achieved by (i) adding the new labeled
data (i.e. the features extracted by the new collection along with the selections of the
user) to the dataset, (ii) training the model with the new dataset off-line, (iii) make the new
learned selection model available for the next selection. Other updating strategies are
under investigation, and they are highlighted as a future research direction in Section 6.2

5.2 RememberMe App

In our RememberMe! app we implemented several summarization strategies of the users’
timeline. The reason behind that is two folded. First, we want to provide the users the
option to choose the summary they are more pleased with. We believe that, by giving
the users this option we can please a higher number of users who will eventually share
the application, consequently reach a broader audience and attracting more users. Sec-
ond, we are able to collect data to analyze and compare which are the best and most
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preferred strategies. In total we provide 4 distinct template strategies and an additional
customizable one described as follows (Figure 22):

Number of likes: This strategies solely relies on the number of likes that each item in the
users’ timeline has. The top 20 most liked items are presented in the summary.

Number likes over time: This strategy relies on the number of likes that each item has in
different time periods of the users’ timeline. First, the timeline of the user is divided in 20
‘buckets‘ sorted by time. Each bucket contains one twentieth of the users’ posts. On each
bucket the strategy picks the top most liked item.

Top active week: This strategy first detects the top 20 most active weeks of the users.
From the items belonging to these weeks, the strategy chooses the most liked post.

Random: This strategy randomly selects 20 posts from the users’ timeline.

Customizable: With this strategy, the users have the option to manually add items to their
summary. To do so, the user must go to Facebook and add the hashtag #RememberMe
to the posts they want to appear in their summary. There’s no limit for the number of posts
an user can add to her summary.

In addition to that, all the strategies allow the users to randomize the exhibition of the
posts, i.e. the ‘slide show’ summary present items in a random fashion other than the
conditions imposed by the strategies.

By providing these different strategies we are able to monitor how users choose and
switch from one strategy to the other. Additionally, the customizable strategy give us solid
ground truth of the items that the users really want to see in their summaries. This ground
truth is important for us to perform further research in order to identify the most prominent
features of the memorable posts. Figure 22 illustrates the interface where the users are
presented with the different summarization strategies.
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Figure 22: The customized view of the user for selecting one of the 4 strategies.
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6 Ongoing Research and Research Plans

This section outlines our ongoing research and plans for the next steps in WP3, which
aims at providing reusable building blocks for managed forgetting. In more detail, we
present two main ongoing research topics, namely, (1) using the Semantic Desktop as
the information assessment framework of Memory Buoyancy, and (2) leveraging an adap-
tive method for personalized photo selection. In addition, we plan to conduct exploratory
research in the last year of the ForgetIT project, which includes the policy-based frame-
work, forgetting actions and strategies, investigating preservation value in the organiza-
tional use case, as well as the architecture work package (in collaboration with WP8).

6.1 Semantic Desktop: Re-visited

As one case study for evaluating the effectiveness of the Memory Buoyancy (MB) cal-
culation methods, we investigate the use of MB computation in decluttering resources
in personal and organizational information spaces. After some time of use, information
spaces such as personal desktops and organizational Wikis would profit from any kind
of automated spring-cleaning. More precisely, they tend to clutter with information items,
which have been collected or created for some purpose or task, but are no longer rel-
evant. Going a step further, it would be even better to declutter the information space
regularly, thus keeping it more organized and focused, as well as reducing the cognitive
effort for accessing required information items. For the personal information space, this
idea of decluttering has gained further importance with the wide use of mobile devices
with their restricted storage capacities for all types of personal information management
tasks.

In this case study, our approach of decluttering in semantic information spaces is to pro-
vide a ranking of documents (photos, text files, etc.) in accordance to their MB values,
so as to assist users easily find and organize the information based on their short-term
and long-term need. Here in information retrieval (IR) terminology, a document is ranked
higher if it is relevant to the user ad-hoc information need (for instance, looking up files to
prepare for a meeting), as well as to the user recent activities (for instance, files of recent
meetings are more relevant). The latter requirement in fact correspond to the temporal
prior for a document [27]. In this case study, we study how different MB values can be in-
tegrated into the document temporal priors estimation to improve the ranking performance
of documents in personal and organization settings.

6.1.1 Experiment Setup

Datasets Here we introduce the data used in our experiment. Table 4 summarizes the
statistics of the two data and topics used. We evaluated our methods using two real
datasets. The first dataset Person is PIMO desktop collection, which was collected via
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installed PIMO clients in individual’s personal computers and at work in DFKI (see D9.2),
and was used on daily basis in the course of three years. The collection is equipped with
a database of access logs from 17 users (7 active). To preserve the privacy, all data were
anatomized, a running prototype and evaluation user interface were deployed at each
computer of the evaluator, and only statistics and human feedback (detail below) were
sent back and could be accessed from outside.

Table 4: Statistics of the Datasets

Data Person Collaboration

No. of documents 20363 1437
Time span covered 23.09.2011 - 17.09.2014 09.10.2008 - 10.09.2014
No. of users 17 268
No. of relationships 155539 126326
No. of entries in activity log 337528 217588

The second dataset Collaboration was used to test the generality of the method beyond
the personal collection setting. It is L3S wikis dump, the archive of website used by L3S
members size as an administration, collaborative and knowledge sharing platform. Beside
that, the wikis has also been used as a platform for exchange information, discussions
and collection of resources for a wide variety of national and international (EU) projects
including ForgetIT. As such, the data consist of information not only about L3S internal
activities, but also external undertaking with outside partners. Data are web pages men-
tioning wiki information, discussion, regulation and policy, technical documents, meeting
notes, etc. and are stored in Dokuwiki10 format. Multiple access and edits to one page
is allowed. A proxy server was installed to log HTTP request to the pages. In addition,
backup plugin was used to record all changes made to a page, including timestamp, con-
tributor account (within and outside L3S), type of action and the modified content.

Graph Construction To evaluate the propagation method, we need the graph for both
collections. For PIMO dataset (Person), we used explicit semantic relationships between
documents as annotated by users. This semantic annotations, including concepts, re-
lationships between resources, facts and constant values are developed by dedicated
Ontology (PIMO)[38] in RDF style, and form the semantic graphs with documents and
concepts in graph nodes and relationships between them form the graph edges. Here we
re-used the graph to perform our propagation model, described in D3.2. Weights of one
edge from one document to another is estimated by the number of connecting semantic
relationships. For the L3S wiki dataset, to have relationships between pages, we created
three kinds of relationships and aggregated them into a unified graph, taking average of
edges’ weight.

1. isSimilarTo relationships are established between two pages when their Cosine
Similarity measure exceeds a threshold θ (we observed θ = 0. gives a reasonable

10https://www.dokuwiki.org/dokuwiki
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graph density). For both datasets, we preprocessed the activity log, with times-
tamps are rounded up to the day scale. Using this relationship, propagation can be
triggered in both ways.

2. HyperLinks Two pages are connected when there is a hyper links referring to one
from the other. Weights were equally set to 1.

3. sameTopics Pages are grouped in different namespaces, each encoding some top-
ics or events created by users. We connect two pages if they share the same names-
pace. The number of namespaces shared is used as the edge weight.

6.1.2 Evaluation Methods

Human Assessment. We seek to evaluate the impact of the frequency features and the
propagation in retrieving existing documents. For each dataset, we asked the contribu-
tors (3 for dataset Person, 3 for dataset Collaboration) to pick up some dates in the past
when they all experienced the similar sets of events in their work (e.g. a project meeting),
and was reflected in the data and the activity log. To specify the temporal interest, the
contributors were asked to provide one simple hint for each date as a query. (For dataset
Collaboration, hints were key words, while for the Person collection, hints were the work-
ing documents of the contributor). To adjust the different scenario of human need in the
two datasets. We set up the human assessment as follows. For each result, human judge
with respect to the query and hit time different values:

1. Person: Human are asked for desired actions on the document: Pin as shortcut (4),
display for current use (3), display for future use (2), hide from current screen (1),
don’t need anymore or irrelevant (0) (see Section 2)

2. Collaboration: Relevant to current context (2), relevant but not to current context (1),
irrelevant (1)

To ensure fair comparison in the two datasets, we set up different sets of baselines for
each dataset. For semantic desktop, since the text availability is very rare and noisy
(e.g. title of photos are always machine-generated), we used personalized PageRank as
the baseline. For Collaboration, we use Query likelihood model (QLM), structured entity
model using predicate folding (SEM) 11,Temporal Query Model (TQM), and timebased
LM (TLM) [27] as baselines. Each baseline was incorporated with two kinds of document
priors: The decay functions, and the decay functions with propagation. We evaluated thee
two decay functions from Section 2.1.1: Weinbull and MCMC-1 functions, with parameter
empirically chosen. Also, for both datasets, we compared against T-Fresh [14], a state
of the art in document freshness-aware propagation ranking Web search results. We
chose the parameter reported in the paper [14]. Finally, we compared methods against
the traditional MAP, Precision @ 10 and NDCG@10 scores.

11with 4 groups of attributes as [33]. We set equal weight as it had been shown to perform the best
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6.1.3 Experimental Results

Influence of Frequency

In the first experiment, we studied the impact of frequency in decay functions. We incorpo-
rated different decay functions and their frequency-recency variants into the baseline, and
compare against TLM (Collaboration). The results are shown in Tables 5 and 6. We can
see that using frequency-recency decay obviously improves the retrieval performance, as
it has more evidences about which resources are more active at the time. The MCMC-
1 function gives higher performance in the Collaboration collection, while the Weinbull
function has the best performance in the Person collection.

Table 5: Impact of Frequency-Recency Decay in Collaborationcollection

Method MAP Prec@10 NDCG@10

QLM 0.147 0.21 0.361
TLM 0.391 0.422 0.49
QLM+Weinbull 0.356 0.253 0.412
QLM+freqWeinbull 0.561 0.526 0.538
QLM+MCMC-1 0.429 0.316 0.460
QLM+freqMCMC-1 0.575 0.537 0.549

Table 6: Impact of Frequency-Recency Decay in Person collection

Method MAP Prec@10 NDCG@10

PersonalizedPR 0.11 0.3 0.175
PersonalizedPR+Weinbull 0.201 0.25 0.198
PersonalizedPR+freqWeinbull 0.423 0.511 0.4
PersonalizedPR+MCMC-1 0.132 0.243 0.2
PersonalizedPR+freqMCMC-1 0.26 0.391 0.42

Influence of Propagation

In this experiment, we compare the document prior with and without the propagation
step. From the first experiment, we choose the decay functions with frequency-recency
versions, as they are shown to perform better in both cases. For Collaboration collection,
we chose MCMC-1, and for Person collection, we chose Weinbull.

The results for the Collaboration is shown in Table 7. To our surprise, allowing propagation
in estimating document prior actually harm the overall retrieval performance. Analyzing
deeper, we think one cause is that the propagation of temporal document assumes the
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Table 7: Impact of Propagation in Collaboration collection

Method MAP Prec@10 NDCG@10

SEM 0.155 0.225 0.376
TQM 0.319 0.231 0.439
T-Fresh 0.220 0.218 0.357
QLM+freqMCMC-1 0.575 0.537 0.549
QLM+freqMCMC-1+Propagation 0.515 0.21 0.411
SEM+freqMCMC-1 0.443 0.51 0.576
SEM+freqMCMC-1+Propagation 0.397 0.521 0.576
TQM+freqMCMC-1 0.445 0.382 0.667
TQM+freqMCMC-1+Propagation 0.445 0.42 0.59

co-trigger of related documents into the human memory, and therefore give a better esti-
mation of the “relative importance” of a document with regard to the user interest. In the
Collaboration dataset, however, one documents are accessed and edited by many peo-
ple, with different intent and purposes in mind. Therefore, the relationships in document
indeed have a wrong signal. What is more, when we remove or change the heuristics
used to construct the relationships graph, the results also changed (detailed information
is omitted due to space limit), suggesting more advanced mechanism to model document
relationship in an organization is needed.

Table 8: Impact of Propagation in PIMO collection

Method MAP Prec@10 NDCG@10

PersonalizedPR+freqWeinbull 0.423 0.511 0.4
PersonalizedPR+freqWeinbull+Propagation 0.681 0.79 0.667
T-Fresh 0.173 0.23 0.157

Finally, when looking into the Person collection, propagation significantly improves the
retrieval performance (Table 8). This is attributed to the rich availability of semantic re-
lationships in our datasets, which are maintained manually by human over a long time.
What is interesting to note is that, T-Fresh is slightly worse than the baseline (Table 6).
This can be explained by the fact the T-Fresh algorithm is designed to optimize the impact
of hyperlinks between web pages, using temporal random surfer model. In the desktop
search scenario, user rarely explore her own computer (unless for reminiscence purpose,
which is not frequent), but usually has a clear (but difficult to express) information need in
mind. This again emphasizes the importance in designing good algorithms for searching
desktop collection, as contrast to normal Web search setting.
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Figure 23: GUI used by participants to select their photos to preserve.

6.2 Adaptive Photo Selection

As anticipated in Section 5.1, different strategies can be investigated for exploiting user
feedback and adapting the photo selection model to the user preferences. The over-
all scenario of photo selection, including personalization, is sketched in Figure 23. The
boxes regarding the User experiment and the Automatic photo selection have been dis-
cussed already in Section 3. The online scenario providing user adaptation is plugged in
by acquiring a new collection of the user, presenting the selection done according to the
current selection model, allowing the user to revise the selection, exploiting the user feed-
back to update the selection model. The last point is currently subject to further studies.
In particular, we aim at investigating (i) how to update the selection model given the new
data of the user and all the previously available data, possibly given by other users, and
(ii) different granularities of the human-machine interaction. We list issues and envisioned
ideas in the rest of this section.

6.2.1 Interaction Granularity

We envision two alternatives to regulate the interaction between the photo selection sys-
tem and the user. The first is asking the user to revise the selection for a collection only
once, and then updating the model for the next collection. The second is allowing the
user to do a small number of modifications, updating the selection model, and proposing
a new selection for the same collection, until the user is satisfied. These two cases differ
from each other in how the human effort in revisiting is distributed. In the former case the
user concentrates his/her effort only once, which might help him/her in handling all the
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modifications that lead to the overall final selection. In the latter case, the user is asked
to give feedback more frequently, after a new selection for the same collection is shown.
This might represent a difficulty for the user in keeping trace of the changes applied over
the selections, but might also bring to an overall lower amount of modifications for the
same collections, since the model have the chance of refine the selection different times
according to the user feedback.

6.2.2 Personalization Strategies

In an ideal case, where a sufficient amount of annotated collections are available for the
same user, the selection system could be trained only with them and already achieve
personalization with respect to that user. Besides the fact that the sufficient number of
collections for being in such situation is not known a priori, a more critical and challenging
situation is when there are only few collection being annotated for the same user, and
many other collections from other users. We propose different ideas to dial with this cold-
start scenario.

• User clustering. Some users might exhibit similar patterns when performing se-
lections, then a kind of personalization could be achieved by identifying clusters of
similar users and learning a selection model for each cluster. The notion of similarity
between users is based on the characteristics of their selections, along with those of
their original collections: the more users perform similar selections, e.g. they prefer
images with faces than high-quality images, the more they are considered as simi-
lar. Since such clustering would be based on user selection, it can be done only for
users who has already performed at least one selection. All the users available in
the dataset are clustered based on their selections, and when a known user imports
a new collection then the selection model related to the cluster the user belongs to
is used to make the selection.

• Collection clustering. Another dimension for the clustering, besides user selec-
tions, could be collections themselves: it might come out that some similar collec-
tions are handled similarly by users who are overall different each other. This would
result in learning a selection model for each cluster of collections, whose similarity is
based on the collection features described in Section 3.2, and for any new collection
using only the model representing the cluster the collection falls in.

• Balancing general and personal models. Considering a given user and all the
other user available in the dataset at a given point in time, it would be possible to train
a personalized model and a general mode. The former would be trained only on the
collection belonging to the given user, while the latter would exploit all the collections
of the other users. The question that arises is: how to merge the decisions of these
models? And also: how does their mutual influence changes while new collections
are introduced in the dataset? Recall that, in a limit case where there are sufficient
collections for the given user, it might be sufficient to train the selection model only
on them. But in a situation where only few collections (e.g. 2-5 over a total of
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50 collections) are available for the current user, one might want to consider also
collections and evaluation data coming from other users, since training only on the
personal collections might overfit the model. At a given time point, where a total of
N evaluated collections are available and k of them belongs to a given user, two
distinct selection models would be created: a personalized model, trained on the k
collections of the user, and a generalized model, trained on the remaining N − k
collections. A first strategy to merge the decisions of the models might depend on
the proportion between N and k: if very few collections are available for the user,
one might rely more on the generalized model; however, with more and more new
evaluations done by the given user, the personalized model might become more and
more influential. This and other strategies will explored in the next future.
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7 Conclusions

This deliverable describes the extended components in support of the managed forgetting
process including preservation value and policy framework. Particularly, we substantially
extend the computational method with several time-decay models and also leverage the
access logs of a resource (e.g., the number of views/edits of a document), as well as
report the performance of our proposed model evaluated using human assessment. We
propose a conceptual model for preservation value, which is composed of its definition
and purpose with respect to the two ForgetIT use case scenarios, i.e., personal preserva-
tion and organizational preservation. In addition, we present the case studies of preser-
vation value as part of exploratory research, and discuss experimental results and our
key findings. In addition, we envision a conceptual model for the policy framework and
discuss our activation options for the policies governing the preservation and forgetting
process. We propose a computational model for further supporting activities in this task,
which include 1) definition and formats of policies 2) tools for defining the policies based
on rule-based engines. Furthermore, we present several system prototypes for advanced
information value assessment methods and components in support of preservation value,
and the integration of an extended set of managed forgetting options into the process. To
this end, we outlined planned research activities towards realizing the concept of man-
aged forgetting in the coming months of the project.
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